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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 12. 1907.
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THAW WILL NOT LEGISLATURE
GE

DOING

PUT ON

GETTING-- BUSY

SICKENING

HE TOLD

LAND IN COLLISION

Each House.
RESUME

VERYPLAINLY

OEHESS

YESTERDAYS

i MENTAL TROJJBLE OF THAW

Of Two Hundred Passengers and Crew

Not Less Than 180 Were Lost,
of Whom Many Were Frozen.

OF

SESSIONS

MOST SHOCKING ACCIDENT SINCE

Brain Operated Like Ship Jn Wind There Will Probably be Severe
Conflict on County Division.
Without Rudder-Balan- ce
Especially of San Miguel.
Wheel Cone.
The counsel Special to Tha Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M., Feb. 13. The
council this morning after a brief
session began considering council bill
No. IS introduced by Mr. Duncan
which provides for the assessment
of Thaw'a wit and collection of taxes, etc.
This bill is better known as the
nesses by Jerome, but Indicates plainDuncan is president of
ly that Thaw will not go on the "tax bill."
the board of equalization and the bill
stand.
powers of the board
What is regarded as an important defines the
The council made several
document in connection with the clearly.
of minor importance In the
trial, It is understood, was obtained - changes
today.
The bill is being
yesterday by Jerome from Abe Hum- measureup section
by section and con
taken
mell. It is a photographic copy of sldered.
When the council has fin
the statement which Kvelyn Thaw ished, it will practically be equivalent
testified that Hummell dictated when to the passage of the measure by
she went to his office with White. It that branch of the assembly.
is understood that it charges Thaw
Mr, Duncan presented a petition
with having ill treated her and even from San
to
Miguel county
beat her. Jerome and Hummell met day, asking that the feeresidents
system in
in a restaurant yesterday, and a brief county offices be abolished and a salconference followed, during which ary basis established generally. The
Jerome made a number of notes.
petition was referred to a committee,
Although today is Lincoln's birthThe council passed council substi
day, it was decided to hold court. It tute bill No. 11 today, which pro
He Is 36 vides for the taxation of sleeping
is also Thaw's birthday.
years old.
cars, the standard cars on a basis
Alienist Introduced.
of $5,000 each and tourist on a basis
witfirst
12.
The
Tork,
Feb.
New
of $1,600 each, the rate of taxation
was
today
Dr.
ness in the Thaw trial
of
to be $1.50 per $100. One-ha- lf
Britton D. Evans, superintendent of these taxes go to the territory general
exone-halt
purpose
hospital
Morris
to
at
the
fund and
the state insane
Plains, N. J., which, he said, con- pense fund of the counties through
paoperated.
1,800
cars
are
The
which the
tained on an average of
He first saw Thaw on Au- council tabled the original bill by
tients.
gust 4, 1906, in the Tombs, and had Sargent.
The legislative assembly will probvisited him eight times.
ably take a trip through Torrance
Knew What He Talked of.
train over the
Dr. Evans said that as a resutt of county on a specialThursday
of this
Fe Central
his frst three visits .he rachfdthe Santa
opinion that Thaw was of unsound week.
No. 19, introduced by
As a result of his last five Mr,House bill
mind.
providing for the erecting
visits, he says, he reached the opin- of anBaca,
electric light plant at the penmental condition, itentiary,
ion that Thaw's
is in a committee of the
while Btill impaired, has improved council. It carries $20,000 appropriaover the condition during the first tion.
visits.
Mr. Duncan today introduced counEvidence of Brain Storm.
cil bill No. i2, by request, an act relon
his
first
testified
that
Dr. Evans
of bank
ative to the assessment
visit, August 4, Thaw exhibited a pe- stock, which is in the hands of the
eyes.
glaring
expression,
of
the
culiar
finance committee.
restlessness of the eye, suspicion of
Mr. Chaves introduced a bill relnervous
me,
his surroundings and of
ative to the support of destitute peras
such
agitation and restlessness
and
sons in charitable institutions
comes from severe brain storm, com- hospitals.
gons
signed the
Governor Hagerman
mon in those who have recently
through explosive or fulminating house joint resolution. No. 5, providemployes
and
condition of mental unsoundness. He ing for pay of extra
exhibited delusions of a personal contingent expenses, which passed
carnight.
Saturday
It
ego, and the assembly
character, exaggerated
along with them delusions of perse- - ries about $2,000 for the five days in
days
of the
He thought excess of the first fifteen
cutionary character.
importance session.
himself of exaggerated
The house voted to delay the trip
and believed himself persecuted by a
These symp to Torrance county until Dalles wai
number of persons.
toms, he said, were characteristic of able to go, on Thursday. The time
was occupied this afternoon with re
several mental diseases.
ports of committees. The council li
Indicated.
Insanity
Adolescent
One of those mental diseases lndi considering the tax bill in commit
cated by Thaw's actions, Evans de tee.
In
clared, is adolescent insanity.
adolescent insanity the patient ex IMPORTANT SESSIONSYESTEUDAY
DIKING
hibits no marked symptoms, "but
Santa Fe, Feb. 12. Several bills
when stress comes," Dr. Evans took
a declamatory tone of voice, "the introduced in the house were the
man does not break down as an or- chief features of the session of the
There is com- legislative assembly here yesterday.
dinary man would.
Most Important perhaps is a bill as
plete loss of mental balance, explos- senting
to an act of congress known
ive condition of the brain, reason bethe Adam's act, relative to the incomes dethroned, will power is lost as
annual appropriation by the
and the brain is operating as a ship creased
agriculfederal government for
without a rudder does in the wind. tural experiment station the
connecThe tion with the agricultural incollege at
The balance wheel Is gone.
acts of such a man are not the acts Mesllla Park. The act requires that
of a normal man, but show him to the legislature shall assent to the
be guided by stress and disease. HI-- conditions under which this money
mind has left Its moorings and yield- becomes available but authorized the
ed to the diseased conditions."
governor to assent until the legislature should convene, did he see so
L1F.UT. ilil'lUlAN K HKLKASKD
fit. By the terms of the Adam's act,
FllUM FF.DEUAL PKISON an appropriation amounting to $5,000
Leavenworth, Feb. 12.
and Increasing gradually each year
Sidney S. Burbank was releas- Is available for the use of the experied from the federal penitentiary here ment station until the amount totals
this morning after nearly fifteen $15,000. The bill introduced by Mr.
and started Holt Is as follows:
months' Imprisonment
for Indlariapalos, where he will visit AN ACT ASSENTING TO THE PURa brother for a few days. He declinPOSE OF (J It A NTS OF MONEY
ed to make known his plans. Bur-ban- k
AUTHORIZED BY AN ACT OF
said that later he would make
COXUKHSS ENTITLED "AN ACT
a statement of his case that would
FOll AN INPKOVIDE
TO
create a sensation ,in army circles.
APPROPANNUAL
CREASED
His engagement in 1903 to a promiAGRICULTURAL
FOR
RIATION
nent society woman of Leavenworth
AND
STATIONS
EXPERIMENT
precipitated a suit by his Filipino
EXPENDITHE
REGULATING
separation
wife, who was granted
APPROVED
TURE THEREOF,
and Burbank ordered to pay $50 a
MARCH 16, 1906.
support
of their child.
month for the
Later Burbank was tried by court
Be It enacted by the legislative asconvicted
and
of embezzling
martial
sembly
of the territory of New Mexcompany's
and
funds
of
other
the
conduct unbecoming an officer and ico:
Section 1. That the assent of the
gentleman.
legislative ussembly of the territory
of New Mexico is hereby given, in
COALING 'ItFAOKD BltOKEX
of
BY ENGLISH FLAGSHIP. pursuance of the requirements
London, Feb. 12. The battleship I Section 2 of an act of congress en- In
King Edward, flagship of the Atlantic titled, "An aci to provide for an agfleet has taken 1,060 tons of coal in creased annual appropriation for
and
mlnuteB.
Tim ricultural experiment stations
one hour forty-fiv- e
thereof,
previous highest record was that ot regulating the expenditure
com16, 1906,"
March
the Goliath, ot the Channel fleet apiyoved
monly known as the Adams act, to
when 1,630 tons were shipped in five the purpose
ot the grunts of money
Both ves- authorized by such
hours thirteen minutes.
act and to the
floating
depot
cealed
the
sels
from
carrying out, within the territory of
Southampton.
at
New Mexico, of all and singular the
provisions of said act.
COMl'ETINU fou SIIAT- Sec. 2.
act shall tike effect
IXG CHAMPIONSHIPS. and be in This
force from and after its
Newburg. N. J., Feb. 12. Some of passage.
the fastest skaters in the United
This bill passed the house by a viva
States are competing in the skating voce vote and will undoubtedly pass
championships at Orange Lake, near the council as soon as it comes behere today. There are four Cana- fore that body.
dian competitors, and several from
Three Important Measure.
Chicago and St. Louis.
Three other laws of Interest, par- New Tork, Feb.

BURNING

OF

SLOCDD

Other Fatal Accidents Recorded at Home and Abroad by
Fire and by Railroads Rapidly Reduce
Number of Human Race.

12.

tor Thaw unexpectedly announced
last night that it would take about
two days more to put In Ita direct
case for the defense. This, of course,
does not take Into consideration the
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COAST OF RHODE IS

Prisoner Was 36 Years Old Several Important Bills Were
Introduced Today in
Today First Witness
Insanity Expert.

LIFE

GOOD

WORK

STAND

The Evening Cltlisn, In Advance, IS per year.
Deltvred by Carrier, (0 eenta par month.

Block Island, R. I., Feb. 12. The
steamer Larchmont, of the Joy line,
with many passengers, bound from
Providence for New York, sank off
the northwest side of Block Island
early today, after colliding with the
three masted schooner, Harry Know-letooff Quonochontaug.
The passengers and crew from the steamer
took to the boats but It is feared that
some may have lost their lives either
by drowning or freezing as the temperature was below sero.
The
schooner's bow was cut away and
her captain ran her ashore west of
Quonochontaug to prevent her sinkn,

ing.

ST. VALENTINE IS PREPARING

A

HE FOUND

ticularly to the legal fraternity, were
also introduced in the house by Mr.
Holt and are now in the hands of the
proper committees.
One is a bill to repeal sections
1241, 3439, 3440 and 3447 of the
compiled laws of 1897 and for other
purposes. This bill provides that if
any person maliciously attempts to
secure an Indictment or to cause a
criminal prosecution or causes another so to do, he shall, upon conviction thereof be punished by a fine
0,
not less than $50 nor more than
or by Imprisonment In the county jail for six months or by both such
fine and Imprisonment.
In the trial of a criminal case, if
the court is satisfied that the case
was instituted maliciously or without
probable cause, the court may at its
discretion tax the costs against the
prosecuting witness and said witness
until the
shall stand commlttted
costs are paid
Another bill of interest is one in
which a witness in a criminal cause
pending In any court must upon request of the court, give a written
recognlznnce bearing two or more
good and sufficient sureties to be approved by the court for his appearance as a witness in such a case. After having compiled with these conditions, any witness who may fall to
appear when summoned, shall be
subject to an attachment to be issued
by the court.
The' third bill, which will do a
great deal towards aiding in the arrest of criminals and their detention
be produced
until evidence can
against them, is an amendment to
section 3428 ot the complied laws of
1897, relative to the issuance of a
warrant upon Information and be
lief.
The amendment provides that
such a warrant may be issued upon
affidavits based upon belief or information when such affidavits are approved in writing by the district attorney for the county in which said
affidavits are executed.
This amendment modlfys the present law so that a sheriff who is morally certain that a person is guilty of
some crime, may secure a warrant
upon his personal statement without
committing perjury.
It often happens that criminals escape because
eye witnesses or persons willing to
swear to a warrant, cannot be found
promptly.
If the projected amendment becomes law, this condition
will be obviated.
County Division Agitation.
Representative Abbott of Santa Fe
yesterday presented in the house, his
ninth petition from the people of
the proTorrance county against
posed change of county lines under
council bill No. 15 by Mr. Dalles,
which provides for the abolishment
of Torrance county and the creation
of a new county with the county seat
at Willard instead of Estancla. These
petitions, which bear several thous
and signatures are now in the hands
of the house committee on county
and county lines. The commlte
held an interesting open session following adjournment of the house yesterday evening and the subject ot
county division and the creation of
new counties came up for general
Maps of the proposeC
discussion.
changes both In Torrance, San Mi
guel and Eddy and Chaves counties
were presented.
There is a strong
party of business men here from East
Las Vegas to lobby, in favor of the
creation of the new county of Gar
field. There will probably be a hard
er fight on this matter in both the
house and council than on any other
measure likely to come before this
session. Both division and antl-dl- vlsion have strong constltutents.
$1,-00-

i'oiiiit'iliiian Dalies III.
Councilman Carl A. Dalies of Torrance county, is ill and has not been
in attendance at the council sessions
for several days. His condition is
not consiil red serluus, however, and
his friends say he will be on duty
need his aid.
when his
Representative Price Walters was
exeoused t orn attendance at the ses
sions of the house yesterday owing to
Illness.

The crew of seven men, including
Captain Haley, reached the shore
safely in their own boats.
The cause of the collision is unWORK OF ART ON ONE OF THE POOR "LONESOME ONES" WHOM
known. The night was clear but there
UNDER THE BAND WAGN AT SANTA FE.
was a strong northwest wind and the
sea was rough. When the first boats
came ashore from the steamer, It was
found that some of the occupants
L
were dead. In the confusion it Is
not known whether they were pulled
from the water after drowning or
whether they were frozen to death.
PARLIAMENT BY
OF LINCOLN'S BIRTH
The Knowleton halls from East
Port and was bound from South Am-bo- y
for Boston with coal. The
left Providence
Larchmont
MARKSDAY
last
night for New York. She carried a
crew, ot about fifty and had some
passengers aboard.
180 People Lout.
From the Throng Refers to Washington Observes It In Only Fully
19 out of an estimated 'total
of 159 to 200 persons survived the
Kingston and Thanks' United
Usual Appropriate Evlden
sinking of the Joy line steamer
Larchmont in Block Island sound last
States For Assistance.
ces of Grateful Memory.
night, according to an estimate made
at 2 o'clock this afternoon. Of those
saved eight were passengers, six men
EARTHQUAKE IN SPAIN
OTHER CHIEF CITIES OF
and two women, and the rest were
members ot the crew Including CapAND OTHERS PREDICTED
COUNTRY PARTICIPATE tain
McVey.
Many Wore Frozen to Dentil.
In the boats which carried the surLondon, Feb. 12. The second sesWashington, Feb. 12. The mem
passengers
were
several
sion of the recent parliament of the ory of Abraham Lincoln was honor vivors
to
death
who
were
frozen
present reign, which promises to be ed today In the capltol with appro during
trip
wreck to
the
from
the
a
full of Interest and importance as
priate ceremonies. All the big bust
landing. It Is Impossible this afconsequence of the projected liberal ness houses and many private real the
ternoon to fix the number of dead.
upon
the house of lords and dences throughout the city are ap- Captain McVey estimated the number
attack
the introduction of an Installment of propriately decorated while the na
home rule for Ireland, was opened tion's flags are flying from the white
by King Edward this afternoon, with house.
all the Imposing ceremonies which
have attended these functions since
Southerner SH'nks.
his accession.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 12. At tha
The speech from the throne fore- annual Lincoln banquet, the Lincoln
shadowed a full and busy session, de- portrait by B. Eggleston,
THE IDEA OF WAR
will
be
voted to Ireland, army reform and unveiled. John Temple Graves, of
temperance, apart from the over- Atlanta, Ga.; Townsend Scudder, Jus
whelming question of the house of tice of the supreme court and other
WITHJAPS
lords.
distinguished speakers will be pres
After the usual reference to the ent.
good relationship prevailing between
. Banquet Tonight.
Great Britain and other powers, the
School Question
speech deplored the loss of life reNew York, Feb. 12. The Lincoln California
sulting
the earthquake at anniversary was duly observed here.
from
and German Tariff RelaKingston.
The king expressed his All banks and public buildings are
gratitude to the United States for as. closed since noon and the leading
tions Not Discussed.
slstance rendered the sufferers In places of business are decorated.
Jamaica.
The Lincoln banquet will be held in
of
"Serious questions," said the king, Delmonlcos tonight. A number
"affecting the working of our parlia- prominent men will speak.
MOKE NEW MEXICANS
mentary system, have arisen Qm
III
FEACH WASHINGTON
At
Old Home.
unfortunate differences between the
12.
Springneid. III.,
Lin
Feb.
two houses. My ministers have this
important subject unoer considera- coin's birthday was observed by ex
Washington, Feb. 12. represention with a view to the solution of erclses at Lincoln's tomb in Oak
Ridge cemetery, where thousands of tative Stayden, of Texas, during the
the difficulty."
The exercises consideration of the naval appropriawas devoted people assembled.
The rest of the
to the proposed licensing bill, the were under the auspices of Stephen
object of which Is to diminish the son's Post, G. A. It., and Stephenson's tion bill in the house today, addressed
Relief corps.
Several that body on tho subject of the redrink evil; proposals for Improve- Woman's
ment of the army organization; Irish eulogistic speeches were delivered cent war talk between the United
of
floral offerings were
local government, and the education Numbers
States and Japan, and laughed at the
questions, together with a number of placed on the sarcophagus from all rumor of war out of the chamber.
parts
country.
of
the
minor measures.
Lincoln Day Banquet.
Sonic Moro Appointment.
AUSTRALIAN SEISMOGRAPH
Baltimore, Feb. 12. The Lincoln
Washington, Feb. 12. The presiINDICATES EARTH UNREST.
Labaeh, Australia, Feb. 12. The day banquet to be held in the fourth dent today sent In the following nomseismograph at the observatory here regiment armory here tonight prom inations:
public monies at
of
has, since February 9, registered ises to be the most Important of its
Beceiver
strong earth unrest, which seems to kind ever held in the country since Douglas, Wyo.. Samuel Slaymaker;
be connected with the cyclone In the death ot Lincoln. Among the register of land office at Douglas,
Profes- speakers will be Vice President Fair- Wyo., John W. Price.
southern Italy and Malta.
sor Belar says that the continued un- banks, Secretary of the Treasury
.
Neither Wan
rest may result In further earth- Shaw, Attorney General Bonaparte
Senator Scott, of West Virginia; Sen
quakes in the near future.
12.
Washington,
Feb.
It was genator Dillingham, of Vermont; Sen- erally expected that at today's
cabator Warner, of Missouri; Senator inet meeting the two subjects of genSEVERE SHOCK 1F.LT IV
A
Henneway,
SPAIN.
PROVINCE,
of
Indiana;
Senator
MlKl
the Japanese schol
Madrid, Feb. 12. Severe earth- Spooner, of Wisconsin; Congressman eral moment,
and the work of the Joint
quake shocks, lasting seven seconds. J. Adam Bedd, of Minnesota; Theo. question
American-Germa- n
tariff commission,
were felt at Albania, province of: E. Burton, of Ohio; Pearre, Mudd
consideration,
but It
would
receive
Watcher,
Maryland.
and
of
The
Muila, today.
banquet is being held under the aus- tun be stated on high authority that
TRIAL OF KTFAF. ADAMS
pices of the Young Men's Republican neither of these matters was dis
MAKING SLOW PROGRESS clubs and the Union league.
Col. cussed.
Spokane, Feb. 12. When the trial J. Frank Supplee will be the
r.
PROMINENT NKAV MEXICANS
of Steve Adams for the murder of
AT CAPITAL OF NATION'.
Fred Tyler resumed today, the state
had only three peremptory challenges TEXAS LABOR UNIONS FIGHT
Speclul to The Evening Citizen.
Is
seven. It
left und the
FOR HAYWOOD AM) PETTIHONE
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12 Sev
Waco, Tex., Feb. 12. Mass meethoped that a jury will be secure!
by the end of tlv week and hearing ings are being called by the labor eral cattle and sheep men of New
Mexico and Colorado, Including Solo
of evidence begun.
councils embodying all labor unions mon
Luna and Harry W. Kelly, are
In the various titles of this state to
WARSHIPS AT M ARM
protest against the Imprisonment of now In consultation with President
GRVS CELEBRATION. Moyer Haywood and Pettlbone, who Itoosevelt on the land leuse bill.
Postmasters for I.as Crurr and
New Orleans Feb. 12. By special have been in prison a year In Idaho.
order of the secretary of the navy These men were officers of the West- Clayton have been confirmed.
Andrews, through the pension di
the cruiser Columbia Is taking part ern Federation of Miners and are
In the Mardi Grts celebration here charged with the murder of former vision, has secured an IS pension for
today. She came from Havana for Governor
Steunenberg
of Idaho. Juana M. C. Miller.
Clark M. Carr and Assistant United
the purpose. The gun boat De Union men here allege that the men
Moines Is up the Mississippi at are being Illegally restrained of their States Attorney Medler have arrivedNatchez to assist 1n a corresponding liberty and that a conspiracy exists and have important business affectto keep the men from having a trial. lng New Mexico timber lunda.
celebration there.

of passengers at 160 and crew at St.
On the basis ot these figures the number of those who perished Is place
at 181. Bodies ot victims are constantly being washed
ashore.
Br
noon 18 were taken from the water.

' Death Loss Enormous.
Block Island, Feb. II. Cap t. Geo.
McVey, of the steamship Larchmont.
said to the Associated Press today
that he had on board between
and 200 passengers, when the collision occurred, and only eight of
these escaped with their lives.
At
the same time he said fourteen bodies
had been washed ashore, making
twenty-tw- o
passengers accounted for.
Saddest Reports Confirmed.
Providence, Feb. 12. The principal Joy line office in this city it II
o'cloock this morning was without
definite Information concerning th
loss ot life in the sinking
of the
steamer
Larchmont.
A
private
message,
however, received
from
Block Island, says that fourteen
bodies have been washed
ashor.
The Joy line officials etlmate ther
were about 150 passengers and tha
crew numbered about thirty.

ltt

Sank Within Ten ftlinutes.
New York, Feb. 12. Captain McVey ,of the Larchmont, communicated with the Joy line officials in this
city by telephone from Block Islanil
early this afternoon. - He said th
Larchmont sank within ten minute
after the collision.
After cruising
about In an Icy gale from 11 p. m. t
8 a. m. today, he landed on Block Island. Close behind his boat another
landed, bringing fifteen dead an
eight dying passengers.
Claimed Five Picked Up.
York, Feb. 12. It is said at
the Joy line offices here that word
had been reeclved that a fishing
schooner had picked up one of thft
Larchmont's boats containing five
passengers and the body of another,
who had died of exposure.
New

BANK TREASURER TAKES

DEPARTURE WITH

mm
Shortage Expected to be Even
Larger Than That Amount.
He Disappeared
LAST FRIDAY AND NOT
SIXCE BEEN HEARD OF
New Britain, Conn., Feb 12. High
.officers of the Savings Bank of New
Britain state that there is a big
shortage in the accounts ot William
Walker, the missing treasurer of the
bank, and that the bank's own officers up to noon had discovered a
shortage of S 150.000. Examinations
of the brink's affairs continues and
the officers say the shortage doubtless is much larger.
The disappearance
of Treasurer
Walker occurred soon after the bank
examiner visited the bank last Thursday. At that time Walker said h
felt ill and would be at the Jiank
later. He did not appear again an
early the next morning went to Near
York.
Since then he has not been
seen.

DIm-iiwU-

toast-maste-

j

PHI LA 1I I. Pill A St 'PFF.ItS
FIKK UIIUIl IS FATAL
In
Phllailflphlu. Feb. 12. Fire.
which one was killed und several had
narrow escapes, damaged the
building occupied by the Phoenix Punts, Overall and Shirt company und Dumee Sons and company,
cotton brokers, in the heart of the
financial district early today. With
the exception of Louis Deskeveskey.
all uf two score of employes, among
whom were a dozen girls, escaped.
Deskeveskey Jumped from the fire
escape and was Instantly killed. Several employes were injured, none seriously.
Damage $75,000.
five-sto-

YICTOIUIN

GOLD

PUT

ry

OUT-

vi:uv laugh.

London, Feb. 12. The gold output
of Victoria for the past year was
l34.TT5 ounces, valued at $16 66.-50- 0,
being an Increase of 2t.72i
ounces over the previous year. Since
the first discovery of gold In Victoria
to the end of l'J06 the money It reaNew mines
lized Is $127.7SS.IMM),
are being opened every day as th
Immigration Is steadily increasing.

Cheshire. It was the last
testament of James Goddnrd Lear,
who died In 1901. He was believed
to have died Intestate, and his brother, Charles Hutton Lear, was appointed administrator of the estate.
Dying two years later, the brother,
Charles, left his own fortune of upward of half a million to his friend.
the hope
John Elliott, expressing
that he would give effect to any directions possibly left by h,is late
brother, James, with respect to the
property. After six years the latter'
will has Just been discovered and
admitted to probate. It shows that
James left the whole of his property
to Charles, and that therefore It Against New Mexico, as Told
forms part of the estate left by
by Eyo Witnesses of NeCharles to his friend, Elliott, who
farious Transaction.
thus becomes the possessor of the
Joint fortune of the Lears, through
The
the mere tie of friendship.
story loses none of Its strange interest from the fact that, while a FORMER CONVICT HAS
friend of Charles Lear, the beneficiary was not even acquainted with
GIRL
the man of the lost will.
Kunnyslde,
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OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

CON AN DOYLE'S
EFFORT FOR

HYPNOTIZEDJOUNG

EDALJI
Has Produced Great Interest
Throughout England as
Well

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

Aote TwO.

as America.

finding of Tost will
GiVESJAAN $750,000
Counterfeiters When Found Put
Up Desperate Fight Against
Arresting Officers.
London, Feb. 12. Turning his gift
f divination from fiction to fact,
interlock Holmes has taken on a
lease of Ufa that bids fair to be an
full of notable achievements as the
career snuffed out by his untimely
or was it timely? literary death.
His Investigation of the EdalJI case
and Its review In a series of newspaper articles has so stirred the public mind that mass meetings are being held to determine free pardon
suid an inquiry into the manner of
e
lis trial and conviction, with
to seven years Imprisonment.
Mr. George EdalJI. a law graduate,
was a practicing solicitor In Safford-.ablr- e
, where a series of midnight
maln-fn- g
outrages.
Involving
the
of horses, sheep and other
farm animals, excited the public
snlnd. Anonymous letters writing figured In the matter, and It was these
leters which first directed suspicion
toward Mr. EdalJI. However a more
direct charge that of maiming a
horse was brought against him,
And he was sent to prison. Sir Con-cDoyle characterizes the case as
M. gross
miscarriage of Justice, and
avfter reading his analysis of the evidence the public is convinced of the
correctness of his view.
Starting on his Investigation without any preconceived opinion hav-In- g
become interested In the problem it presents almost by accident
Sir Conan Doyle is led to the flrmset
given
conviction
evidence
that
against Mr. EdalJI was entirely inadequate, open to suspicion where it
looked strongest, and utterly Inconclusive In the fact of the Inherltant
weakness of the case for the prosecution and the Impregnlble alibi established for the defense. A verdict
of guilty upon such evidence would
faava been impossible In a higher
court, and it la a disgrace to the
Kngllsh judicial system that a conviction so arrived at should be allowed to stand. The Inquiry of the
proceedings burst on the public the
moment Sir Cowan, full of confidence
as ever in his deductions and still
Imbued with his Infallibility, announces the results or his study of
the case.
Home secretary Gladstone, who
Its in judgment on cases alleging
miscarriage of justice. Is being showered with protests and petitions in
behalf of EdalJI, and has given audience to Sir Conan Doyle, but forcing the hand of the home office Is
rarely brought about. It was the
home office that stood out against
the sentiment of the world In the
Maybrick case, and that yielded so
reluctantly In the Beck case another instance of flagrant Injustice
and it is unlikely that Sir Conan
Doyle, Influential as he Is, and
sacked by public feeling as he also
is, will succeed in having the case
reopened. Nothing will come of the
agitation. It Is predicted, until the
wrongs of EdalJI are voiced by some
one In parliament who will get up
the case properly and find an opportunity to Inform the Commons adequately about it. As there are serious questions Involved, the home
secretary will climb down from his
lofty position of indifference to what
the public wants, and the EdalJI
case will receive sympathetic consideration, thanks, all the same, to
Sherlock Holmes.
sen-trac-

m

Counterfeiters Fight DeqnraUly.
A desperate struggle In a counterfeiter's den In the Bethnal Green sec
tion of London was described In
court when Charles Croney and Mary
on the
Sullivan were arraigned
charge of making counterfeit coin.
Surprised at work In their "mint,"
the prisoners had offered no resistance, but made a frantic effort to
commit suicide on the spot. While
the
the detectives were searching
room for evidence, Croney seized a
saucer containing a liquid used in
counterfeiting and put It to his lips.
He was seized by the throat to prevent him from swallowing the stuff.
He fought like a tiger, but was choked Into a state of Insensibility and an
emetic forced down his throat, "it's
no use," shouted Croney. "You can't
help me. It's cyanide of potassium,
and I've swallowed enough to kill
a dozen men." Meanwhile, the wo
had also mada
man counterfeiter
desperate efforts to get hold of another saucer of the liquid, but two
of the detectives closed with her and
held her fast. They were removed
to the police station, where the services of a surgeon were required to
dress the wounds received In the unavailing fight for death, for it proved
that Croney had not Bwallowcd
cyanide, the most fatal of poisons.
In court Croney made a not
attempt to shield the woman.
Addressing the magistrate, he said:
"This woman Is entirely Innocent
She only returned a few minutes before the police broke In. It's the
first time she has ever seen such a
thing. I couldn't get the stuff out
of her way In time." As the police
had found some spurious coins In the
's
Sullivan woman's possession,
spirit of
had no
satisfactory result, but on his sup
plemental plea that Mrs. Sullivan
had two little children to care for
the magistrate said he would allow
her ball, while Croney was remand
ed for trial.

Some Trials of New Mexico Alan
Who Wanted to Get Married
in El Paso. Tex.

er, it Is said ,the girl had been of a
religious nature, but she was unabla
to overcome his Influence over her.
Miss Itumple admitted she had been
with Llchtenteller In several robberies and had resided with him for
months.
Many letters which pnssed between
the two were seized by the police and
these showed the power the man had
over the glrK Miss Humple bared her
heart to the man in these letters and
pleaded with him to release her from
the spell that bound her.
When she wns arrested, Llchtenteller was In Milwaukee, but she
mannged to telegraph him to flee,
and he has not been captured.
The young woman returned to
Lake Geneva with her father. Bonds
had been furnished to assure her
appearance In court when demanded.

three-quarter-

SPRING IS NOW
AT HAND
y
and the system must be
renovated." The blood
must be freed from all winter
impurities and the bowels kept
open, or else you're going to
be Mick. Then the Hitler arc
During the Spring
nettled.
month thousands of persons
"iniu-pleU'l-

take

HOSTETTER'S

STOMACH
BITTERS

regularly and us a result
way enjoy good health. It
rebuild and renew tile el ire
system, purify the blond, i ipeii
up the clogged bowels mil I
cure
Spring Feier, IiuIikcMioii.
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Try a bottle today. We
a li lee the genuine to be
lutely pure.
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WANTED.
WANTED Good second hand gunny
sacks. Harm's Coal Yard.
WANTED Young man desires work
on sheep ranch. Address "C," care
Citizen office.
WANTED Girl to learn dressmak-InMrs. C. E. Starr, S13 West
Copper avenue.
VVAN'l I'KU
as
Situation
grocer)
clerk or salesman for wholesali
house. Address R, Citizen office.
WANTB:lSituatlonby thoroughly
competent bookkeeper.
Healthy,
sober, efficient; references. Address
A, Citizen office.
WANTED To purchase thirty sad
dle ponies. For information call at
Hunter wagon yard, 200 North
Broadway.
WANTED
Gentleman-second
hand clothing. No. SIS South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Teams The rianta
Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
good
for other purposes.
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not youT
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
KMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.
FOIt KENT.
FOR KENT Furnished rooms and
board, hot and cold water, bath,
$26 per month. 602 South Second
street, up stairs.
FOK
KENT Five room
house.
partially furnished, electric
light
and bath, low rent. 209 North Sec-on- d
street Apply to F. H. Strong.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West TIJeras avenue.
FOR RENT Seven-roonew brick
house, furnished part or whole;
large barn and chicken house; two
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin.
FOK RENT Five-roohouse in
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
FOK KENT Nicely furnished rooms
11.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
624 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter.
See The Cltl
g.

TRIALS AMI TRIBULATIONS
OF NEW MEXICO MAN.
El I'aso, Texas: Summoned to the
court house shortly after 9 o'clock at
night, the county clerk was requested
to Issue a marriage license to Tom
I sometimes necessary, but wo
McCreary, of Ochlta, N. M., and
depend upon the merit of our
the
Paso,
Maria Martinez, of El
goods and fair dealing with
get
and
married
stockman wanting to
every customer, to Insure our
having failed to get the license becontinual success In the drug
fore.
business.
McCreary first went to Justice
Marshall, and when asked for the
marriage license paid he had forgotten all about that necessary document.
The accommodating Judge
helped him over this dlfllculty, but
Cor. Gold Ave. and First St.
others followed over which the Justice had no control. After the cereB. H. BRIGGS &
mony the groom left his brlue, and
once upon the street he soon became
CO.
Proprietors
lost, not being acquainted with the
city. As he failed to return for the
waiting girl Policeman Wilson escorted her to a suitable hotel.
A RELIABLE DENTIST
Before McCreary could find his SEEK
bride he had to call upon some
friends to assist him In locating the Full Set of Teeth
policeman. In due time the happy Gold lining
91.50 up
Gold Crowns
couple were united.
$6
Painless Extracting
50c
KENEWEI) EFFORTS FOIt
OIL IN TO YAH HELD
Carlsbad, N. M.,: The coreboring ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY. GUARANTEED.
and well drilling outfit In charge of
C. F. Z. Caracrlstl was sent down to
the Toyah oil and sulphur fields. It
required twelve teams to take the
outfit down.
It is now proposed by Dr. Carnc-rls- tl
to exploit the field further for
oil as well as to make sufficient borB. P. COPP,
ings to fully determine the depth
and extent of the sulphur deposits ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
and to make thorough tests for artesFirst National bank here and operian water throughout the region.
Very encouraging reports are com- ations will begin early In the spring
ing in from the Toyah fields with the or as soon as men and supplies can
company now operating there, which be gathered together and put In the
has been carrying on Jts work unos- field, beginning very probably In the
tentatiously for more than a year past Seven Rivers territory to the northThe operations In
while meeting with many mishaps west of Carlsbad.
this particular field where the oil Is
and backsets.
The company at Toyah had al- known to contain a heavy paraflne
ready developed some three or four base with from 24 to S3 3 per cent
besides other volatile oils, will be
shallow wells which were yielding at oil
W. Maxson, an old
barrels of lubricating In charge of C.man,
the rate of 1
who has made
oil a day, having been pumped stead- California oil
ily for ten hours a day without any Carlsbad his headquarters for three
perclptlble dlmlnuition In the yield. years past and has held on with grim
faith in the virtue of the field and
A letter from Dr. L. A. Brlce, president of the company, who Is now at dogged determination to succeed.
the Del Pino sanlCarlum, says:
'
"I suffered habitually from consti"You need not expect anything
startling soon, as we .will not try for pation. Doan's Regulets relieved and
so
that
deep oil until we get money enough strengthened the bowels,
out of the shallow wells to pay us to they have been regular ever since."
go deeper. These are the actual facts. A. E. Davis, grocer, Sulphur Springs,
I would not mislead you or any one Texas.
else in regard to the field."
Since this jetter was received It
COMING EVENTS
has been learrted that Judge C. R.
Brlce, a prominent and wealthy lawyer of Carlsbad, has succeeded In reFebruary 25 to March 2, "The
organizing and financing the com
Twins."
pany, advancing largely the necessary
March 14 The County Chairman
funds himself, and active work In the
fields Is now being pushed and there This 1b the banner performance ot
will soon be ten more wells being the season.
pumped In the Toyah field In addl- - j
tlon to the ones already proven.
Gas in the Stomach.
Belching and that sense of fullness
The contractor for the tract, which
T.
B.
H.
by
Capt.
so often experienced after eating is
has been obtained
Hasse of Marlon, Ky., Is now In the caused by the formation of gas. The
stomach falls to perform its functions
Chamberand the food ferments.
How's ThisT
We offer Ope Hundred Dollars Reward lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets wh
be
cannot
of
any
case
that
Catarrh
for
correct the disorder. They aid digescured by Hall'a Catarrh Cure. F, J. tion and strengthen and invigorate
CHENEV & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
For sale
We, the undersigned, have known F. the stomach and bowels.
J. Cheney for the last la years, and by all druggists.
believe him perfectly honorable In all
c
business transactions and financially able
Our HOUGH DRY work aon'i have
to carry out any obligations made by his
Waldlng. Klnnan & Marvin,
tlrm.
to be washed over. Imperial LaunWholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
dry
Co.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
o
'
acting directly upon the blood and muCheapest uccldent Insurance Dr.
cous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. Bold by Thomas' Electric Oil. Stops the pain
all Druggists.
and heals the wound. All druggists
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlpa
sell It.

'

lnwt Will Found.
The finding of a lost will hi
n
brought a windfall of
of a million for John Elliott, of

CLASSIFIED ADV'

Carlsbad. N. M.: C. W. Beeman,
president of the Teens Water Users'
association, and A. A. Beeman and
W. U. Dannelley, the latter two being
prominent business men of Carlsbad,
have Just returned from a business
trip up the valley and when returning from Amarillo they took passago
on one of the homeseekers' excursion
trains which run down Into New
Mexico regularly.
train there were five
On this
coaches loaded with homeseekers,
and after they had pulled out of
Amarillo the train was boarded by
two well dressed men who said they
were Oklahoma land agents.
These Oklahoma men would go
through the cars and get a knot of
the homeseekers Interested in conversation and tell them that the
country from Amarillo down as far
as Lakewood was all fine country,
fine grass land, fine fruit and alfalfa
land, etc., but when they got to
Lakewood It was no use to go any
further, as there was nothing down
there but alkali flats, and that Carlsbad and Pecos and all other places
below Lakewood were no good and
were fast reverting to a desert stage,
having no artesian wells and no
water except alkali water. These remarks were iterated and reiterated,
the Carlsbad men following the
from car to car, until finally
the Carlsbad men called the Oklahoma fellows, and challenged them
to prove their statements.
Then the
Oklahoma men saw that they were
about to be exposed as
and promptlty drifted and left the
homeseekers to act upon their own
volition, but It was then too late.
Many of the homeseekers on that
train had tickets through to this
Colllslim 'With Iceberg.
place, but every one of them got off
Collision with an iceberg ten miles the
train at some point north of
long and fifteen hundred feet high Carlsbad,
not one of the bunch of
Is the latest story of fearful advenhomeseekers reaching the destination
ture at sea. The
vessel to which they had bought tickets.
William Nottingham, with a cargo of
timber, was rounding Cape Horn Ulltli HYPNOTIZED IVY
when Its crew met with the most terFOKMF.K CONVICT
rifying experience of their lives. It
Kenosha, Wis.: On the ground that
"was shortly
midnight
when,
after
the girl was hypnotized and, therethrough the heavy mist, the man at fore,
not responsible for her actions.
huge
ob
the lookout discovered a
District Attorney Baker and Chief of
ject Just ahead.
The Nottingham Police Hare released on parole Anwas plunging through the waves In a nie Rumple, aged 18, who had been
fifteen-knbreeze, and before the held as the accomplice of Fred
Bhe
helm could be put hard-a-po- rt
said to be a notorious thief.
crashed Into the iceberg. She struck It Is claimed Miss Itumple Is comwith such force that all hands be pletely In the power of Llchtenteller.
low were thrown out of their bunks,
The girl is a daughter of Charles
and rushed on deck, thinking that Rumple, a Luke Geneva farmer.
Huge When she was 1V4, Llchtenteller bethe ship was foundering.
blocks of ice broken off by the shock gan working as a teamster In the
came tumbling down on the deck, neighborhood. Since the day he met
and but for the great deckload of her. It Is claimed she has been a slave
timber the Nottingham must have to him.
Llchtenteller Is a former convict,
been sunk. This protected the vessel.
and the ice rolled off into the sea. As but notwithstanding this, after Miss
there seemed no hope of saving the Uumple had known him a few days,
vessel, the crew took to the lifeboatt she accompanied him to Kenosha to
to him. Her father
They managed to get out of the Ice be married
pack Into the open sea, where they reached Kenosha in time to prevent
marriage,
but could not force the
remained until the next morning. the
Through the haze they saw their girl to return home with him. When
vessel, firmly wedged In the Iceberg, she did finally return sue remained
a short time and then fled in the
which stretched miles away on each but
to Join her lover.
side
and towered mountain high night
Before the coming of Llchtentell- - tlon.
above them. Such monsters of the
sea are encountered
only in far
southern latitudes, having their origin In the frozen continent about the
south pole. Blocks of ice were still
GRIEF-MA- D
crashing down onto the deck of the
vessel, but when later this ceased the
crew succeeded In making their way
through the pack and got aboard the
Nottingham again. For three days
they worked to get out of the grasp
of the Iceberg, during which time
they had no sleep. Finally the vessel slipped off Into the water and
floated out into the open sea.
She
was found to be leaking badly, but MAN WHOSE WIFE DIED AFTER
AN OPERATION ARRESTED AS
pump kept the
the donkey-engin- e
A SUSPECT IN THE DRAMATIC
water from increasing,
and the
Nottingham made the nearest port.
MURDER OF DR. CHARLES XV.
TOWNSEND, OF STATEN ISLAND
liisuriiiKv Against Servants.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE
The relationship between mistress
THAT, IF TRUE, SHOWS GREAT
and maid has been made closer unDOUBLE TRAGEDY.
der the workmen's compensation act
' .AS;:
s
V
v...
on the side of the mistress, at
least. It should be explained that
the new law makes employers of Special Correspondence.
domestic servants liable for all acciNew York, Feb. 11. As a suspect
dents arising out of and In the course In the mysterious murder case, re
of employment.
The legal liability sulting from the shooting of Dr. Chas.
is a heavy one, and small householdWllmot Townsend, a prominent Stu-te- n
ers especially dreaded Its enforce
Island physician, the police are
man,
ment, but now the happy thought of holding u little, wizened-face- d
Insuring against accidents
to ser scarcely over five feet high. He Is
vants has solved the dlffculty. Com John Bell, a trolley conductor, who
punles are springing up in all quar- was arrested after he had made an
ters, and employers are In a hurry attempt to hide.
to effect these compensation risks.
Later his name was disclosed, and
Fur Indoor male and female servants the clrcumstuntlal
case they have
there Is only the one premium five against him was considered so strong
shillings a year against all risks. that the police have abandoned all
The pulley Is sn drawn that compen other calculations.
sation can be c laimed without quesTownsend was killed between three
tion for all accidents whatsoever, and four o'clock on the morning of
thus doing away with all litigation Jan. 116, 1907. The man who comor dispute, wliile relieving the em mitted the homicide entered his bedployer from all liability under the room, where he lay beside his wife,
law.
The premium covers the full ordered him to get up, and then shot
wages of the servant from the date him. On the evening of Jan. 25, 11)06,
of the accident and medical ex Just a year before the killing of the
penned up to 25. For outdoor ser doctor, the prisoner's wife, u young
vants gardeners, grooms and coach Klii with whom he had eloped two
before, was taken III. Dr.
men, but not chauffeurs
the rate Is years
Tow nsend was called and she was reto ten shillings a year
from sev.-moved to a hospital. The doctor Immediately operated, and at 4 o'clock
ThU ailment Is usually caused by the following morning she died.
i ui'uuiitiisMi
licit has been torn with sorrow and
ui in- muscles ana may
anguish ever since her death, and It
be cured by applying Chamberlain
JOHN 111 .1.1.,
l'uin Balm two or three times a day is alleged that he has talked bitterly
Mi-( t
Tlu
a
in
Statcn inland Homicide Cum' iliat Is
and rubbing the parts vigorously at uK.iihst the surgeon.
l ull of Dramatic Element.
if Bell killed Townsend, the police
each application.
If this does not
alford relief, bind on a pleco of flan- - claim, the deed was planned III a
tii-manner that
rtn in rtem.il
tilluhtlv
l'nln muaner dramatic in the extreme. A they have llielr man, the detectives wife and writes in
Balm, and quick relief Is almost sure year after the death of his wife, al- have prod in ed a letter, discovered in seems to indicate that he contempat-e- d
was
Bell
in
the
house
arrested.
most to the minute, the. physician
suicide. The police look on Bell's
which
to loiiow. r or sale by ail druggists.
It 1m addressed to his brother Howard. reckless condition of mind as a cir
breathed his last.
Subscribe for 'Hie Evening fillon.
To strengthen
their
belief that In It the prisoner rearers to his dead cumstance.
nt
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iEY to LOAN

Pianos, Organs,
and other Chattels;
SALARIES AND
as low as $10
high as $200. Loans are
, made and strictly private.
.ie: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain in your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from ail
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
nlture.

.Vagons

WARE-RECEIPT-
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s

two-stor-

m

m
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FOR SALE A good piano, for $75
cash, note, or Installment. Must be
sold at once. 823 South Fourth
street.
FOK
SALE The Claude Glrard
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadwny.
FOR SALE Majority ot slock in es
tablished and paying retail business. Incorporated. Ow-e- r
wishes
to leave city. Address io. 1126,
Daily Citizen.
Head"
ef
FOR SALE Twenty-eigfine Jersey cows.
Can be seen at
wagon
yard,
209 Korth
Hunters'
Broadway. Come and see them.
The price will be right.
FOR SALE: Cheap, Edison Mimeo
graph, Smith-Premitypewriter,
gasoline
Doran 2,000 candle-powe- r
lamp, buggy, scale, show cases. Old
Albuquerque Postofftce store.
you
FOK SALE At the "Variety"
will find fine home made bread, 6c
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked
beans, soup and other good things
stirctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 606 South Arno St.
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14, 16.
in block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
only $600. $60 cash, balance In
installments of $15 per month.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West
Gold avenue.
ht

er

NOTICE FOR PUBIJCATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

22, 1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Ramon
Padllla of San Rafael, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five year- - proof In support of his
Entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
6689, made December S, 1901, for the
Eft NW'Vi, and EH SWU. Section
26, Township 10 N. Range 10 W, and
that said proof will be made before
Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk a.t
Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padia, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

You Waited
Too Long
and we sold that snap to another
party who took time by tlio forelock.
We have one or two more almost an
good tlHiugh. Como in and ask about
them.

POR TERFIELD CO.
21

West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT IJVW.
Office,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and it. Hapnatl hullHInx
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phoae
imp,
Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Alu-on I s
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

it.

r

DR. J. R. IIAYNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armljo
building.
W. M. SHERIDAN, 31. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from B a. in. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $6.

ne

6-- 8,

ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER,

46-4-

Bar-ne-

7

N.

tt

M.

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Tlios. K. D. Maddlsnn.
Office with W. B. Childers.
117
West Gold avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United
Statea Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant hag filed notice of hig Intention to make final
proof in support of hit claim under
lections IS and 17 of the act of
March 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), irnd that said
proof will be made before the probate cleric at Los Lunas, N. M., on
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chavez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 2647, situate in Sec, 36, T.
7 N., R. 2 E.

He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey ot the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,
o
Orona, Quirlno Samore, of Per-altGull-lerm-

a.

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance ot said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mentioned time and place to cross
Department of tne interior. Land Of examine the wltnesseg of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
fice at Santa Fe. New Mexico.
of that submitted by claimant.
January 22, 1907.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Register.
de Dlos Padllla of San Rafael, N. M.,
Holding
Small
Claim No. 2547.
has filed notice of his Intention to
five-yesupport
proof
In
make final
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
Hunting for Trouble.
No. 6688, made December 3, 1901,
"I've lived in California 20 years,
for the WV, NEK. and WH SEVi. and am still hunting for trouble in
Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10 the way of burns, sores, wounds,
W, and that said proof will be made bolls, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, quickly cure." wrles Charles Walters,
1907.
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
He names the following witnesses hunting. Mr. Walters; It cures every
to prove his continuous residence up case.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
25c.
Jose R. Canlelarla Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
tT
The Citizen Print Shop Is
MANUEL R. OTERO.
where you can get the most for
Register.
your money. We print every. V
thing but greenbacks and post. 4
Rising From Hie Grue.
age stamps. Either phone.
A prominent
manufacturer,
Win.
A. Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C, relates
a most remarkable
experience. He
says: "After taking less than three
PILL?
bottles of Electric Hitters, I feel like HOTT'S PENNYROYAL
Thfjr overoom
one rising from the grave. My trouv
' Jr5V surity Mini uuiUaloiia.liurvui- -r'f
it
ble Is Bright'
disease, In the Diastage.
I
fully
betes
believe Electric
I tf hi J. Hi j Hit
Bitters will cure me permanently, for
ltJ
7Vt)l IK.pill fit41ti.(
It has already stopped the liver and
1" ll
Ik
s L.i a tiri'
I
riillu.
-bladder complications
which have
y
lv nitill.
trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
ANN ft ftO
by all druggists. Price only 50c.
FOR SAi-- B BY
ar
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STATES SENATOR ELECTED

FIRST UNITED

WASHINGTON

BY

M

cs

k.

six-ye- ar

s.--

KB UOOD.

AND TO MAKE GOOD

ITU THE PEOPLE."

V.

S.

Senat-

United States senator In congress as
nothing more than a recommendation, which I shall be at liberty to
wholly disregard, If the reason for
doing so seems to me to be sufficient."

There were seventy-fiv- e
candidates
for election to the legislature of Oregon In June. Of this .number fifty-si- x
decided to sign Statement No.
1."

It Is obvious that signers of Statement No. 2 will always be very
much In the minority.
GOVERNMENToV THE PEOPLE
AI BY THE PEOPLE ,

IN OREGON.
(BY JONATHAN BOURNE.)
Jlrst United Stales Senator Elected
By Popular Vote.
Oregon Is making great strides toward the American Ideal of government of the people and as directly aa
possible by the people.
The state has adopted the initiative and referendum In both state
and local government and In such
form that legislative bodies are de
pendant on the people, while the
people are Independent of and superior to legislative bodies in lawmaking, nominations and elections.
Laws proposed by the Initiative
petition and enacted by the people
without and Independent of action
by the legislature, enforcement
of
their will in the election of United
States senators, and the grant of
practically absolute
home rule In
cities and towns In a their purely
municipal affairs, are the latest, and
I hope and believe ty no means the
least successful efforts of the people
In their determination
to absolutely and directly govern our country
and to make every officer their servant In fact as well as In theory.
A Habit to Bo Encouraged.

The mother who has acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
herself a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety.
Coughs, colds and
croup, to which children are susceptible are quickly cured by Its use.
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
to result In pneumonia, and if given
as soon as the first symptoms
of
croup appear. It will prevent the atremedy
tack. This
contains nothing
injurious and mothers give it to litfeeling
ones
a
tle
with
of perfect security. Sold by all druggists.
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Imperial Laundry Co.

The Well Informed of the World.
to the achievement of the

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component

Parts

and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the fust
and best of family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are made,
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of Syrup of Figs
and has attained to worldwide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
l
i
. I :..:
c
L.
M&auvc principles, ouiamculiiiom .jvenna, arc wellillmiuw u iu ijuysii-ijibest
Informed
of
we have
and the Well
the world to be the
'
adopted the more elaborate name ot Syrup ot rigs anu
Elixir of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs
name of
and to get its beneficial
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
California Fig Syrup
name of the Company
printed on the front of every package,
Co.
is
t t
Syrup ot r igs
whether you call lor
of
by
full
Syrup
the
or
name
Figs and Elixir of Senna.

Will.

The following articles of incorporation have been filed In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Kaynolds:
Native Copper Mining company.
Principal place of business at Hanover,
Territorial
Grant county.
agent, James 8. Dickie, at Hanover,
Capital stock, $1,500,000. divided Into
1, 600. 000 shares of the par value of
$1 each, commencing business with
Object, general mining
(560,000.
Duration, fifty years. Inbusiness.
corporators, Tatrick Roddy. J. W.
McAlplne and Charles-T- . McElroy. all
of Wllwaukee, Wis., and James S.
Dickie, of Hanover.
Felix Investment company.
Prln
cipal place of business, at Hagerman,
Territorial agoht,
Chaves county.
John I HInkle, at Hagerman. Capital stock, S 10,000,. divided Into 100
shares of the par value of f 100 each.
Object, general Investment business.
Incorporators,
Duration, fifty years.
Edward A. Cahoon and James P.
Hinkle, both of Roswell, and John I.
HInkle, of Hagerman.
The First Baptist church of Texlco. Principal place of business at
Texlco, Roosevelt county. Territorial
agent, none specified.
No capital
Object, disseminating
stock.
the
Christian religion according to the
doctrines of the Missionary Baptist
Inchurch. Duration, fifty years.
corporators. 8. Hoffman and J. V,
Williams, both of Texlco, and J. M.
Neely, of Farwell, Texas.
Victoria Mining and Smelting company.
Principal place of business In
New Mexico at Organ, Otero county.
Territorial agent, G. A. Bennett, at
Organ.
Capital stock. $2,500,000,
divided into 2,500,000 shares of the
par value of II each. Amount actually subscribed, $1,025,500. Object
general mining business.
Duration,
fifty years.
The company was or.
ganlzed In Arizona and filed amended
articles of Incorporation to comply ii
with the laws of New Mexico.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager- "A man is dead In Dog Town!
Will wonder ever cease?
man:
William F. Meyer, of Castillo, Taos You found it in your clippings
For they put it on police.
county; C. L. Pollard, of Espanola,
Rol Arriba county; Felix D. Ortega, A wedding's going on, they say.
At Lead and Railroad street.
of Lumberton, Rio Arriba county;
have to do it
Garnett Stone, of . Dexter, Chaves AndTho'youIt will
,
Isn't on your beat."
county; Edward Cawell, of Malaga,
Eddy county.
Then, having told this story;
what he truly thought.
WHY POLICE RKPOKTKKS HIS. HeJust
grabbed his hat and started
From the office on a trot.
An Anonymous "Pome."
And, Just as sure as shootln'
(With Apologies.)
The city ed. will think
A vis'tor fair in dulcet tone,
"He's on his way across the street
Half drowned by the office din,
To get another drink."
Had asked "I wonder why it is
Police reporters sin?"
MICHIGAN GENERAL
The typewriters cease their click.
MERCHANTS CONVENTION.
As the proofman's murmurs cease,
Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 12.
While ev'ry eye is turned upon
The ninth annual convention of the
The man who dues police.
Michigan Retail Grocers and General
commenced
association
Merchants
"We labor very nurd," he siild.
here today when there was a satisFor every cent we eurn,
And if we work all day and night
factory
attendance of members.
Many matters of great Importance to
There's no one gives a durn.
We'er always broke umtd the smoke tha merchants of the state will be
And din of Precinct Twelve
taken up for consideration, particuAnd dig the whole blamed
larly those bearing on the subjects
day
of coupon schemes, fire insurance
After which we have to delve.
for merchants, soap card schemes,
box car merchants, peddler, parcel
"In giving us assignments, sure,
post and mail order business. The
The city ed. will say,
Grand Rapids association has preWhile looking at us coolly,
pared an elaborate program of en'You were scooped again today!
tertainment for the visitors to whom
I cannot stand this racket.
the city has extended a hearty welYou must certainly brace up'
come.
And then he adds another drop
To Marnh's bitter cup
ARE TAKING LESS
"He coiib his book and looks up
He always looks askance
And says, "Oh, well, I suppose
PATENT MEDICINES NOW
You may have another chance'
After which he ends his satire
As he starts in on this song.
A well known authority states that
" "Hike over to the city Jail
Let me know if aught goes wrong. there are more cases of kidney
trouble here now than ever before,
while recent reports show that more
"'Then stop In on the mayor;
people succumb each year to some
Ask about the paving deal
form of kidney disease than any othI know he'll sign the ordinance
When the council moves the wheel. er cause.
When there is sickness, examine
And see the city lawyer;
the urine. Rheumatism is only a
I think you have the face
symptom of kidney trouble.
It la
To get a long opinion
nothing more or less than excessive
On the city building case.
uric acid In the blood, which the
sluggish, Inactive kidneys have failed
" 'Take a look in on Learnard,
to sift out, leaving it to decompose
Also John and lsherwood,
and settle about the Joints and
Ask them If they think
muscles, causing Intense suffering;
The sewer scheme Is good.
frequently resulting
in deformity;
Drop down the street to Borders
often reaching the heart when death
John Jones, ihry say. Is dead.
ensues.
And usk who'll officiate
frequent,
Pitina across the back,
At the casket head.
painful and suppressed urination and
other symptoms of weak bladder are
" 'Interview Maynar Ounsul and
not the only signs of kidney trouble,
Other Boosters on the round
many cases of stomach disease, headTo Adams', and ai-- Strong
pain in the heart, inactive liver
If the relatives have been found. ache,
etc., are but symptoms; the cause of
Wind up at the Alvarado,
which can be traced to feeble, clogSee who's stopping there;
And if Pellow's i". Junt speak to him ged kidneys.
Tho physicians for the Insurance
About Sunday's bill of fure.
companies always carefully examine
of the
"'The court house man Is skk abed; and reportIs on the condition
a certain sign of sickness
urine. It
I wish you'd J tne courts,
body.
or health of the human
And later In the day Just
test of the urine should be made
Heel off a yarn on sports.
r.y every man and woman at least
A base ball league is In the wind,
oner, each year. A simple test Is to
If It doesn't die of croup.
void a small quantity of urine In a
Now chase uluin.-- Kemember,
bottle or glass and let It stand over
I won't Btand another scoop.'
night; next morning, if there is a redsediment, or white,
dish brick-du"Tho' all Is wronu you chase along
lleecy substance present, either conThe dirty, dusiy street.
With nervous hands and throbbing sult some reputable physician or take
a good vegetable treatment. The folbead
lowing prescription Is recommended
hlng feet.
And tired ai d
highly In these cases, and if desirable
And finally you af very blue
the sufferer can mix It at home. Any
And Just iihoin nil tn.
good prescription pharmacy has the
As you turn tn r d the sanctum
Ingredients, which are harmless and
rual sin.
To commit a
inexpensive: Compound Karon, one
ounce; Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-ha- lf
"You have to spin a 'pome,'
ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsa-parillSo the paiagr .pher said,
And write ul o:t i college game.
three ounces, .shake well and
use In teaspoonful doses after each
Also do a column head;
meal and at bedtime. Where any of
Fix up a line ab. ut a show
the symptoms enumerated above are
That you will never see,
And 'Constant Header' wantd to present, good results are sure to follow Immediately the use ot this simknow
Who wrote th.it 'Sweet Marie.'" ple prescription.
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CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

v : I

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
All Other Shoes at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

SHOE STORE

CHAPLIN

121 RAILROAD AVE.
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Vehicles
... AND ...

Harness
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at Reduced
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Prices.
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Albuquerque Carriage Company

i
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Corntr rirtt Strtat and T(ras Avenum
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Write vs For Catalogue of

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

5

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE. N. N.

oeoeooeooeooeoococe

212

NORTH

SP-fi-

Foundry and Machine
It f. HALL, froprimtor
Castings; Ore, Coal

Albuquerque

ST

Works

"

Iron and Brass

Nn

"

and Lumber Cars; ShaftMetal; Columns and Iron

ings, Pulleys, Grade Cars, Babbit
Fronts for Buildings.
Rmpmlrm on minim mnd Mill Mmohlnmry m mpmoiaity
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N.
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGhT

At Consistent
Prices

COAL
HS2EZE&jau3tK3rt
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:

JMJ&:

LOUISVILLE, KY.

The Name

y

Personal knowledge i the winning (actor in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

'MM

-

for Texlco.

Personal Knowledg

u

IH-

James S. Dickie. Hanover.
Agent. Baptist Church

OF

A vast fund of personal knowledge is really essentia
highest excellence in any field of human effort

CO.

E

yearly and open season
with new goods.

ion

WON OUT.
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Is to clean up stock once

NATIVE COPPER

(By GllMn Gardner.
Special Correspondence.
Washington. D. C, Feb. 12. The
first United States senator ever elected by direct vote of the people has
arrived In Washington and he Is the
HI?
curiosity.
subject
of much
name In Jonathan Bourne, Jr., and
V
he comes from Oregon.
Bourne,
"Yes," said Senator-elewhen I asked him about his election, "I find wherever I go there Is
great curiosity about this new scheme
by which senators are elected by the
people.
I have been up In New
England, and even in Canada. And
everywhere I go there are the same
questions."
"Does the Oregon law really put
the matter directly up to the people?" Mr. Bourn was asked.
"I AM IN WASHINGTON to MA
"Directly, and in Just as binding
WILL HAVE TO MAKE GOOD W
a way as in a presidential election. Ior-elect
Bourne, of Oregon.
Our law works. I am here as a testimonial of its working powers. I am
here In spite of the opposition of the and referendum law. But. In spite
bosses and the Influences which ordi- of this, the legislature has been able
narily control the bosses. After the to dodge the Issue in regard to senpeople had expressed their choice at ators, until Jonathan Bourne, Jr.,
the primary elections and the regu- started out a year or two ago to get
lar elections In April and June, I a primary election law, which would
went away and stayed away. I was permit a pledge by candidates for
convinced that the law would work, the legislature to their constituents
and I wanted to give It a fair chance. to some particular senatorial candidate. This law was passed, and It
I have been away for six months
In fact have not been back and yet has put an end to corporate and corI received 80 out of 90 votes In the rupt control of senatorial elections
I received a lot of votes In Oregon.
legislature.
Other states, attracted by the Orewhich were not under any pledge
gon success, are beginning to sit up
to me."
"Was this not a personal tribute?" and take notice. Senator La Follette
"Not at all. It Is merely a tribute hus secured a copy of the act and
its
to the Intelligence of the people in is thinking of recommending
adopting such a law. It was the law adoption in Wisconsin. A measure
and the principle they had In mind. almost Identical with the Oregon law
I Just happened to be the man who Is under consideration In Idaho. The
had made the fight to get the law. state of Washington Is working on
So they made me the candidate to a similar law, and It Is being agitest It out. My election Is merely an tated In Iowa and some other western states.
opportunity.
"I am here to make good.
OREGON MAKES 'EM SIGN.
"If I make good there will be no
question about my return. And to
Portland, Ore., Feb. 12. The feamake good I will have to make good ture of the "Oregon plan," which
with the people. I can't serve any- provides for election of United States
body but the people. So long as I senators by what is almost a populook after their Interests I will be lar vote, is what Is known generally
as certain of my continued return here as "Statement No. 1" In the dias I am that I am here now."
rect primary nominating election
Mr. Bourne paused before he add-Vlaw. After providing that nominations shall be by petitions filed with
"Under our new law the senator the secretary of state, the law confrom Oregon will have to play poll-ti- tains this provision:
with his brains, not his pocket-boo"In case of an elector seeking
He will have to give his best nomination for the office of senator
thought to the service of the peo- or representative
in the legislative
ple, or they will hold him to ac- assembly he may include one of the
count."
following two statements In his petiJonathan Bourne, Jr., who has tion; but if he does not do so, the
term, secretary of state or couuty clerk, as
been chosen for the
beginning March 4, Is a smooth- the case may be, shall not on that
faced man of about sixty years of account refuse to file his petition.
age. His most characteristic feature
STATEMENT NO. 1.
though
la his firm, straight mouth,
"I further state i tne people of
there Is a sugegstlon of brains in Oregon,
as well as to the people of
the width of head above the temples. It required a man of patience, my legislative district, that during
the my term of office I will always vote
brains and firmness to make
for that candidate for United States
fight he made for this law.
For the yast ten years Jonathan senator In congress who has received
Bourne, Jr., has been a rt of Joke the highest number of the people's
with the Oregon machine politicians. votes for that position at the genNow there are no Oregon machine eral election next preceding the elecpoliticians, and the. Joke Is extinct. tion of a senator In congress, withThere are no conventions no mid- out regard to my individual preferdle men no bosses for the corpor- ence."
If the candidate be unwilling to
ate interests to buy. Jack Mathews,
who was the boss of Senator Mit- sign the above statement, then he
chell's machine, has Just Immigrated may sign the following statement as
to San Francisco, where he has gone a part of his petition:
STATEMENT NO. 2.
Into the "real estate business."
"During my term of office I shall
The fight really began with the
adoption in 1897-- 8 of an Initiative conalde" the vote of the people for
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SAYS HE'S THERE TO MAKE GOOD
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CITIZEN.

POPULAR VOTE REACHES

JONATHAN
ELECT
SENATOR
BEEN
IIAS
WHO
BOURNE,
CHOSEN BY OREGON, TELLS
OF THE REMARKABLE NEW
LAW WHICH THAT STATE 1LAS
JUST GIVEN A TRIAL AFTER
MADE HIM
THE PRIMARIES
THE CHOICE HE WENT AWAY,

BIT

EVENTKQ

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
S8.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$5.50

WOOD
MKgasaujfflrrnYirT,rwj3

a,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAU
NEW YORK.N.Y1
lon doming land.

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
12.25 AND (275

John

S.

Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

B. RUPPE
"203 WEST RA!LR3iO AVENUE
Nr XT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varniihes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

c.

408 Weit Railroad Avtnu

W. L. TKIMiiLfc & CO.
LiVKiiv. s.w.i:. i'f:i:i and
Tit AN'SFi: it ST A l.LKS.
Uuisfs .ml Mules IJouyht and
IJKST TOUKNOUTS
IS THIS GIT If
Second Street, between Itallroad ami
Copper Avenue.
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Hlo Grande valley

north

and south of Albuquerque

EVENING CITIZEN.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY" IS,
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that

need similar protection, and that the appropriation f NEW JERSEY, A STATE
organ of this city
The morning
rubllohtd Dally and Weekl.
claims that the republican organization of the legislature Is going to pieces, and Captain Llttlefleld Huppe Is
By The Citizen Publishing Company
reported to threaten that he will explode a bomb this
week which will wreck the band wagon. As the warW. T. McCHKHillT,
V. & til UK RLE It,
captain was the last to climb Into the band wagon,
ING "SYSTEM" DRY-DE- N,
like
Bunlnewa
Manatrer.
frenldmt
he should beware that he does not hoist himself with
As to the organization's going to
his own petard.
MO ll .MENTAL HYPOCRISY
pieces, the vote overruling the governor's veto, of 32 to
IN SPIRIT TO
organ of 8, one being absent, would seem to Indicate the overHow utterly hopeless the
crowding of the band wagon rather than the loss of
this rlty has become. In Its fight upon everything repub any occupants.
U. S. SENATE
llcan, can plainly enough be ween In Its silly falsehood
and floundering efforts at abuse of republican leaders. $8,000 for the particular point north of Albuquerque
Its latest efforts In these lines Is to be found In Its would be excessive and unfair, considering that the enhaving thrown a fit because the republican
house tire amount available In the fund is only $13,000. Not- THE WATERING CAN STATE FOR
THE TRUSTS SELECTS BRIGUS,
deemed It wise to pass a bill against attempts at official withstanding this last contention, it might be well to rellEPLICA OF DRYDEN, ANI
be done
can
appropriation
If
this
the
and
consider
make
bribery.
THE KINGS OF "VESTED
legally. The other point might be waived and other
legls
It declares the bill to be a great Insult to the
of the Hlo Grande valley might come In at a
sections
REJOICE.
lators themselves as well as to the territorial officials. future time for their share.
to
best
ought
be
passed
the
legislators
bill
who
the
The
Judges as to whether they were Insulting their own In
Special Correspondence.
Is what every one Is looking for, and
tegrlty, and not the blatant democratic organ which hn
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 12. Out Dry-de8
ON
KENTUCKY AUTHORESS
here's not a trace of disappointment
not ceased In Its Insulting tirade against the republican
In Briggs!
on
majority In the legislature, for a single moment since
the face of anyone who pays us a
Is
they
In
That
what
have
said
$
IDEA
VOTE
CORELLI'S
MARIE
New Jersey, the mother of trusts,
that body assembled. It has charged them with nearly J
visit, takes the time to see our stock
the "traitor state," as L. Steffens
every vice and crime known In Its peculiarly rich vo
carefully and make full inquiries aa
puts It.
rabulary of billingsgate. That it should not become so
to prices. Here Is furniture elegance
Ameriout
many
from
called
comments
Among
the
For
Briggs,
Briggs,
State
Treasurer
excessively solicitous lest the republican majority should
for every part of the house at prices
against
Chairman
recent
diatribe
Republican
by
Corelll's
State
of
the
women
Marie
can
Impugn their own Integrity, can but expose Its hypo
which
surprise, until our large buying
Briggs,
Committee
O.
Briggs,
Frank
critical and nauseating lack of honesty or honor, or woman's ballot, there has been none brighter than that Dryden's political legatee, they call
and selling methods are understood.
Oben-challeglsla
even common decency. The members of the
of the Kentucky authoress, Mrs. Llda Calvert of
him, has been selected as Dryden's
Look In soon, please.
tue are able to look out for their Integrity and to pro
known by her pen name of Eliza Calvert
better
tect It even from the slanderous assaults or the uemo Hall. After quoting Miss Corelll's declaration that If a
eratlc dally of this city.
Then, too, the number pf times In which that same woman has "the mystic power to enthrall and subjudally has charged New Mexico officials with bribing gate man," she does not need the ballot, and her asserlegislators, and New Mexico legislators
with being tion that she herself now controls fifty men's votes,
WILLIAM MdNTOSH. President
bribed by the officials, sometimes with money and some- Mrs. Obenchain says:
times with office, would not come short of filling a very
We are all familiar with the picture of the henAccording to that paper Itself, Buch
large volume.
pecked
husband whose wife wants to vote ,but will not
bribery
bribery Is possible; Indeed, It has sworn such
'
show us these fifty hypnotized Englishsome
cartoonist
s
to have occurred time and again in the history of
marching to the polls to execute the will
New Mexico. Hence, It may possibly occur In the fu men meekly
Sir
ture, and as the legislature Is not enacting laws for of a woman who does not want to vote? When and
Coverley,
himself
Roger
"enthralled"
found
de
itself, but for the future, the passage of this law '3
tlmeley and seemly. At any rate, such a law will pre "subjugated" by that widow with the finest hand In
the country," he still retained enough common sence to
vent all unprincipled papers like the
realize
his condition, and aptly described himself as a
organ of this city, from befouling legislators and terrl
torlal officials In the future, as they have done In the "captivated calf."
A woman has a right to influence a man's political
past, by their favorite charge of barter of office for
by appealing to his reason, but to enthrall and
views
coveted legislation.
by appealing to his senses, and to
But to look at it from another standpoint.
If the subjugate a man
position of the democrats be well taken, why not say send him thus befuddled to the polls is to make of him
captivated calf."
that every statute on the books against bribery In elecThink of Miss Corelll and her "captivated calves,"
FRANK O. DRIGGS,
tions or of witnesses or Jurors, or against the commis
sion of any other crime, is an Insult to the integrity o and then think of a husband and wife in Colorado walk- Nominated by the Republican Legislature of Now Jersey to SucAre the territorial officials and ing to the polls side by side, one voting the democratic
the commonwealth?
ceed John F. Dryden.
high-toneso Immaculate, so far ticket, the other the republican, and each respecting the
the legislators so
above the ordinary common people, that it is an insult other's right. Wouldn't you rather be the Colorado man successor in the United States sento enact laws making them amenable thereto for the than the captivated, subjugated English calf?
ate,
As a matter of fact, however, we think Miss Corelll ing and the vested Interests are singcommission of an offense, which If committed by an
Hallelujah!
Is drawing on her Imagination when she says there are
Urlggs is John F. Dryden all over
ordinary private citizen would subject him to convictloi
fifty
e
Woman-likmen
votes
can
whose
direct.
she
she again, on a smaller scale. He befor a felony? In short, the position of the opposition 's
her "mystic power to enthrall and subju- lieves In the sacred name of finance,
that the common "geezer," to use the favorite expres gate"
He was Dryden's leading advocate
men.
alon of the Journal, should be promptly convicted and
Kentucky women understand the art of enthralling until the latter retired from the race
punished for bribery, while the high-tone- d
territorial
on account of his health,
doctors
officials should be Immune and free to use the political men, but I never knew one who could make a democrat say, but really because hetheknew
his
vote
republican
or
the
versa.
ticket
vice
patronage at will, without let or hindrance or regard
defeat was certain.
years
ago
very
Some
was
exciting
a
there
election
for decency. Such may never have been done in the In
The senators
assemblymen
Kentucky. One of the candidates was bitterly oppos- who bolted Dryden and
past, may not be contemplated now, and may not be
were back In the
likely In the future.
But one thing Is certain such ed to many women. One of these was lamenting to a caucus which- nominated Briggs, but
regular monthly meeting of
a law would render its commission Impossible at the friend that she could not get her husband to promise they were back with the distinct un- theThe
Retail Merchants' association will
derstanding
not to vote for the objectionable candidate.
that If Dryden was
present and in the future.
"Lock up all his clothes on election day, so that selected they would refuse to abide be held in the offices of the associaHow much the morning paper opposes the
3
Whiting block, toby the caucus. The reform wing and tion, rooms
go to the polls," suggested the friend.
he
can't
be gathered from Its abuse of Mr. Holt, concernmorrow (Tuesday) evening, Feb. 12,
the
were
bolters
standing
as
as
solid
up
"Lock
was
his
clothes!"
reply.
the
"Why he possible
ing whom, it engaged in common, contemptible lying. It
for someone, they cared at 7:30 o'clock. A full attendance is
stated that Mr. Holt was removed from the office of dis- would go to the polls naked!"
n"Bon'
comparatively
! . .1
who, radically I
This man probably voted wrong, but at any rate he different from little
association, has a letter
Dryden. but Rrleirs' dent
trict attorney. He was never removed, was never asked
the Interstate Commerce com- to resign, and Is district attorney now. But then no one was not a "captivated calf."
nomination shows that the ring it from.
mission relating to the difference In
The franchise is not given to a man in order thut practically-a- s
powerful as ever.
is surprised at the Intentional inaccuracies of the morn
rates between EI Paso and
he may express the political views of his wife, his sister,
lirlggs is Dryden's man Friday. freight
ing paper.
Albuquerque,, which,
desires to
t
or his maiden aunt. It is conferred on him that he may He has not had much chance to ex read to the association. he
Wm. D. Clayexpress his own views; and, as this is a republic, "a hibit himself before the whole peo ton, secretary.
I
NOMINATION BY ELECTION
government of the people, by the people, for the peo- ple, but It Is a safe bet that he will
manage to wrap th,e Drydenesque
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADThe Leavenworth Times addresses the legislature Pf ple," and as women are people, the wife, the sister and toga carefully
around him and fol CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
the
aunt
maiden
Kansas on the question of direct primaries.
reshould
right
express
to
have
the
Its
their low in the footsteps of his political
marks are so applicable here as well as there, that The views without the preliminary performance of subju- father. He will not contribute to STORE.
gating some weak man.
Citizen quotes them In full. The Times says:
the winter scenery, as Dryden did,
Miss Corelll, an
In proceeding with its deliberations upon the direct
argues for a woman's with lovely, solemn,
pure In heart to look at trimprimary the Kansas legislature Is already assured that right to express her opinions through a man who gives
the people of the state want a direct primary law. up his own opinions In order to express the woman'B. mings. Dryden, was not eloquent, he
There has been no attempt to dictate what the nature I, a suffragist, argue for a man's right to express his was not literary, he was not a stuof the measure Bhall be and the members are therfor own opinions unsubjugated and unenthralleil hv nnv dent, he was not a man of sentiment,
he had one of these financially
free jto work out according to their own lights a law woman. Curious? Not at all. A woman w ho respects but
pickled consciences. The vested InA walk of two blocks will
that shall be In every respect satisfactory.
The result her own rights will always respect a man's rights, and terests had him Jugged up for reguyou many dollars, that
save
of the experiments with the direct primary In other a woman who boasts that she can direct fifty men's lar use.
And why should not his
atates will be an invaluable guide to them, and with votes In any way she chooses, would be likely to make legatee be similarly preserved?
you are now paying to
Gov. Stokes wanted the nomlnav
its help they 'should be able to frame a plan of primary her husband wash the dishes and tend the baby whilo
other merchants, whose
flections that will prove wholly adequate and accept- she wrote a Romance of Two Worlds." Leavenworth tlon. Stokes would have been a good
rent and expense you must
man.
When
was
goverhe
Times.
elected
able.
nor, he resigned from a railroad
help to pay. I occupy my
Logically these primaries should be held at the
board of directors, and New Jersey
aame places on the same day and under the direction of
building and am sellown
gasped for breath. They are unused
the same Judges and clerks. This would reduce the
In
New
Jersey
to
ing
patriotism
clothing and shoes
of this
S
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ON
cost of such elections to the minimum.
brand.
without
rent charges.
But the purpose of the direct primary is to retain
It was rumored that the caucus
WHEELS FOR NEGRO FARMERS ?
would stampede
the Idea of party regularity, at the same time eliminatto Stokes, but it
didn't. It did as it was tolu. and
ing the bossiBm which has heretofore been so common,
selected Briggs, and nobody will ever
by allowing the people directly to make the nominaA sort of agricultural
college on wheels is the
tions, and the party regularity will be destroyed unless scheme by meanB of which the Tu.skegee Institute peo dream of severing his official con316 n Railroad Av.
with those things that New
in the cities the primary voter has previously been com- ple are reaching the shiftless negro' farmers, at least nection
Jersey stands for the trusts, the
pelled to signify his party preference.
as many of them as the Jesup wagon can travel around "system,1 'the vested Interests nnl
Whatever may be the other provisions of the direct to. Hooker T. Washington tells about It In The World s all the rest of her idols.
primary law, it should contain one' requiring the state- Work.
ment of party preference from each voter, and he
"It Is not enough," says he, "to get the sous and
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
should be denied the privilege of a voice In making daughters into the Institute. Something must be done
nominations for any party other thun that which he for the fathers and mothers if th comlitim. r th
race Is to be bettered. This problem Is being solved
has stated to be his choice.
Chicago Livestock.
In a large measure by the Jesup agricultural
wagon,
Chicago, Feb. 12. Cattle receipts,
made possible through the generosity of Morris K. 4,000. Market steady. Beeves J4.00
ALL SAME AS JOURNAL
7.60; cows and heifers
Jesup.
1.B0 (jf 5.25 ;
The Uoswell Hecord Is showing its kinship in pur"The wagon Itself and the harness were made at Texans I3.75fii 4.40; Blockers and
pose and disposition, if not in blood, with the morning the school by our own students,
ra 4.75 ; westerns $3. SOW
feeders
$2.70
and two large mules 5.25. v
organ of this city. A more ridiculous were purchased. The outllt Includes different kinds
of
Sheep
receipts 17.000. Market
falsehood or a more vicious effort to injure New Mex- plows and planters, a cultivator, a cotton chopper, a
Sheep 13.25 5.65;
lambs
ico by slandering Its capital city, would be difficult to variety of seeds, samples of fertilizers, a revolving steady.
15.001' 7.60.
duplicate even from the maudlin utterances of the Albuhum, a butter mold, a cream separator, a milk tester
querque
organ Itfelf. than that which and other appliances useful In making practical dem
Kansas city Live. Stock.
appeared in a recent issue of the Hecord.
Kansas City, Feb. 12. Cattle reHowever, onstrations.
that paper differs from Its crony lu re In being avowedly
"The wagon method has the immense advantage ceipts 6,000, Including 300 southerns.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
democratic from top to bottom, while the Albuquerque
f going direct to the man in the Held, where Im Market steady. Native steers $4.26
$3.50 (f 5.00;
steers
organ is a wolf in sheep's clothing. Hut here Is what proved methods can be adapted to his particular condi- 6.50; southern
House moving. Well drilling and
southern cow j $2.25T3.75; native
tions. We carry our implements out Into the field. cows and heifers
the llecord said:
driving.
$2.25 6.00; Block"It sounds like exaggeration, but a Kosuell man After he has plowed a few furrows we hitch un on ers and feed, is $3.25 J 4.80; bulls
Near Oold and Seventh. Phone 711
$2.75fi(4.25;
who recently returned from a trip to Santa Fe says f our improved plows.
$3.00 7.25 ;
calves
" "That may be a good plow for some he says, iuit western fed Meera $4.00 6.00 ; westthe situation Is more desperute than a Chicago labor
ern fed cows $2.75 fi 4.60.
or me, give me that old scutter.'
strike. He would not be surprised to hear of the asSheep receipts 8000 market steady.
"We use our plow for a few minutes uml then
sassination of the governor, the attorney general or any
Muttons $5.niii 6.00; lambs $7.00
sk
him
to
compare
the
amount
other man who dares befriend these officials.
of
and
work
done
Kvery
7.50; range
$5.401 i 6.60;
stranger going to the town is under constant espionage he kind of furrow. After that we can hardly get fed ewes $4..r,owethers
5.50.
away
him.
from
They
try
by an army of detectives employed by the gang of graft-erto borrow our Im
often
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
plements, and one man Insisted that we remain until
and It Is known that there ate
and cut- he
could plow over his cotton.
throats enough loitering about the capital to execute
WANTED Two first class painters,
"When we come upon a man slowly plowing out
almost any crime that might be imagined.
guler & J. rkell, 508 North Fourth
The Hechis
we
cornfield,
take out the cultivator and show him
street.
ord believes, however, that such talk is made at Santa
Ke merely to frighten the friends of the governor and hat he can make seven furrows where he Is making W ANTKlil; rig hi youit g man
tl
me, ami with the same animal.
manage employment agency. AdSo convincing have
keep them out of town."
Hies,- demonstrations
dress I. c Hnx 383.
been that many have at once
bought Improved implements. It generally means that
New Mexican:
The hoUse nt r
i..nt:il lv es oys between
soo m:v.ui).
the plow handles may stay in school
Thursday defeated Councilman SuUets' bill approprla
onger.
o
Id
me
or
offered
IX.OUO for the construction
sum
ing
for the capture of
of dikes
"We often find the farmer's wife and children out
Pettine. the murderer of Benethe Hlo Ijrande. valley north of Albuquerque, from tl
the Held
Crime was comA distributer taken detto Perariltnelll.
fertilizer.
territorial irrigation fund, and did this in very sho
from our wagon shows him that there is a quicker and mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Feborder. The reasons for this action are given uh follow
of the most nutritious
of foods
a better way, and his family may at the time be trea ruary 4.
good, wholesome bread and less of
One, that this appropriation would he unfair and inC.
GRANDE.
A.
and
do something else.
the
and note your gain
to other Hurts of ih iti,, i
,,,(.. .11.... and
"The operator
wagon pays Pii.i:s i i;i:i) in e TO
days. In health. Ditto In money saving, bethe other that there as great doubt us 1,1 Its legality as much attention toin charge of the Jesup field,'
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed cause bread Is cheaper than meats
the kitchen as to the
ex- ana me power or tile assembly to make It.
These lerlence has shown us that the wife must be for
to cure any case of Itching,
Blind, and
Just as gratifying
taught
reasons are strong enough to demand careful Investiga- as well as the
Bleeding or Protuding Piles in 6 to to the appetite. To get the best bread
husband.
tion. The New Mexican favored the proposition at tlrst
and other flour products, always or"After the Jesup wagon has In this way made the 14 days or money refunded. 60c.
I
Klance, and, If the appropriation can legally bo made rounds of the large
der -- lit TI'lHt CllKAM."
o
and
farms of a community
To
reedcra.
it Mtil believes this should be done. There Is consider- a mass tneetlng is held insmall
Chicken
the open air at some cenI
PIONEER BAKERY,
Mausard's Mills are selling good
able in the contention that there are many places in the tral point."
at $1
per 100 lbs.

I Taste and Comfort
in Furniture.

Don't Miss It.

F. H.

STRONG
Strong Block

i

f
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Tou may never have such another
opportunity of securing a fine dinner
set or tea set at such prices aa we
ara offering them at now. Ihe housewife will revel In the many choice
pieces of china, glass ware, etc., and
Kitchen ware that we have spread on
our tables at such Incredible prices.
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SOLOMON LUNA.

T. C. MEAD, Treasurer
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21-2-
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DON'T PAY RENT

J. D. Eakla, President
O. OlomI, Vice President.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bscbecnl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
2'
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SnocBors to
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MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLmmJkLK DKALKRm IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kttp avarythlag

Wa

In stock to outfit tbo
matt fattldloat bar oomplota

Have been appointed exclusive agente In the 8outhwcet for Joe, S.
Schlltx, Wm. temp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowetene,
Green River, W. H. McBrayefe Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and jtiier standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by us from the best T!aertee,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and inspect onr
Stock end Prlcee, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Tries tlst.
Issued to dealers only.
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HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it

M AH ARAM

Simple,

A. D. Johnson

EAT MORE

a,

-

An-tim-

Treanrer.

Cheap,
Economical.
The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Rhone Red 98
Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Conceded today to ke the etst Is the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

.t.pt

MUfelC
WHITSON
(Eitabllihed
yv 'Vf

1882.)

CO.

ilSSEEESESI

Coma In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muslo
frm a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

ment plan,
116 South Second

J
Hay,

--sftBfM?
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

atret.

a

F. PALMER

Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND
ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phonti.
VEC-TABLE-

-

I

nheat

50

ouih rtmar trkkj.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

t20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avmae

0Oc00

t
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND

CLUB ROOMS
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m&m&wu
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This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

By IDA M. TAR.BFLL

ANTHONY

Among the

wrongs
o V history
and they are
legion
there
Is none In our
American chap-te- r
many

Shakesperlan Not .Quite up to
Expectation The Performance Was Well Attended.

at least

which Is graver

Whether It was because the audience gave him a chilly reception or
whether he had been
by his press matter, Charles 13. Han-for- d
did not appear to as good an
advantage as Marc Antony In "Julius
Caesar," at the Elks' opera house
last night, as he did a year ago In
It
"The Taming of the Shrew."
might be said that Hanford as an
actor Is a better mnster of women
than of men.
It will be conceded that the character Is an awkward one, with but
one exception when he buries Caesar and speaks to the Roman rabble.
It Is unbecoming for man to weep,
and Hanford's grief over Caesar's
dead body was far from fetching.
The characters of Marcus Brutus
and Calus Cassius by George C.
Gunther and John M. Kline were
Kline en
highly Worthy of praise.
tered Into the character of Casslus
with a spirit as though he lived It
His voice was clear and forceful and
to him was handed the homage of
Frederick Hand as
the audience.
Caesar had very much, the appear'
ance of a waisted Roman gladiator,
his lonir and ungainly figure con
trasting with unpleasant awkwarj
ness with the fair beauty of Portia,
Dlaved by Miss Drofnah, which is
Hanford spelled backwards.
people
The company of twenty-tw- o
was balanced well. A wealth of special scenery assisted the production
i

over-wroug- ht

.

'r

fh an

. which
.

that
has been

Ww'Hp1
done tne par- Iila M. TnriM-ll- .
ents. and par
ticularly the mother,
of Abraham
Lincoln. Of course, I refer to the
widespread tradition
that Lincoln
was born of that class known In the
south as "poor whites,' 'that his father was not Thomas Lincoln, as his
biographers Insist on declaring, but
a rich and cultured planter or an
other Btate than Kentucky, and that
his mother not only gave a fatherless
boy to the world, but herself was a
nameless child. The tradition has always lacked particularity.
For In
stance there has been large difference of opinion about the planter who
fathered Abraham, who he was and
where he came from. One story calls
him Enloe, another Calhoun, another
Hardin, and several different states
claim him. Only five years ago a
book was published In North Carolina to .prove that Lincoln's father
was a resident of that state. The
bulk of the testimony offered In this
Instance came from men and women
who had been born long after Abraham Lincoln, had never seen him,
and never heard the tnlo they repeated until long after his election to
Of
the truth of
the presidency.

bers of the Hanks settlement In Amelia county. Among others to go was
Joseph Hanks with his wife, Nancy
Shlnley Hanks, and their children.
Mrs. Hitchcock traced this Joseph
Hanks, by means of land records, to
Nelson county, Kentucky, where she
found that he died in 1793, leaving
behind a will, which she discovered
Ky.
in the records of Bardstown,
This will shows that at the time of
his death Joseph Hanks had eight
living children, to whom he bequeath property.
The youngest of
these was "My daughter Nancy," as
the will puts it.
Mrs. HNchcock's first query, on
reading this will, was: "Can It be that
this little girl she was but nine
years old when her father died Is
the Nancy Hanks who sixteen years
later became the mother of Abraham
Lincoln?"
She determined to find
out. She learned from relations and
friends of the family of Joseph
Hanks still living that, soon after
her father.s death, Nancy went to
live with an uncle, Richard Berry,
who, the records showed, had come
from Virginia to Kentucky at the
same time that Joseph Hanks came.
A little further research, and Mrs.
Hitchcock found that there had been
brought to light through the efforts
of friends of Abraham Lincoln all
the documents to show that In 1806
Nancy Hanks and Thomas Lincoln
were married at Beechland ,Ky. Now
one of these documents was a mar
Ullage bond. It was signed by Richard Berry, the uncle of the little
girl recognized In the will of Joseph
Here, then, was the chain
Hanks.
complete.
The marriage bond and
marriage returns not only showed

THIEVES ROB CLOTHESLINE
OF

RAIMENT IN THE NIGHT

HANGS
MRS. JENNIE PREER
APPAREL TO BRKKZES-T- HIS
MORNING SOME IS MISSING.
on

Mrs. Jennie Dreer, who lives
South Arno street, appeared at the
office of Chief of Police McMlllln, in
the city building, this morning, with
a complaint that some one had
robbed her wash line of various and
She
sundry garments last night.
said she had washed the clothes and
hung them out to dry yesterday, leaving them pinned on the line last
night. . This morning several suits of
underwear were missing.
The chief detailed a patrolman to
, look Into the matter, giving him instructions to arrest all suspects and
to lock them up pending Investigation.
The thieves probably made a hurried visit to the clothes line, as several, articles of apparel were tfcuind
'strewn about the back yard, where
they-haevidently dropped them In
their haste to get away. It Is
the
thought something frightened
persons while they were busy with
their petty knavery.

MORTUARY
C. A. Tillotaon.

Tlllotson, formerly employed
by the Santa Fe Railroad company as a telegraph operator, died a few days ago at Phoenix,
Mr. Tllloston
Ariz., of tuberculosis.
came to the southwest from Montreal,
While In this city he made
Canada.
many friends, who will regret to
know that he has at last succumbed
to the malady from which he had
hoped to recover through the agency
of this climate.
C. A.

at this point

Patrick Lyons.
Patrick Lyons, for several years a
resident of Taos and well known
throughout the northern part of this
territory, died last Saturday of heart
disease, at his home In that place.
Mr. Lyons was the father of Mrs.
Frank Staplin, wife of the chief clerk

of the house, In the present legislature, and was one of the pioneers in
He was
this portion of the country.
In the eightieth year of his age and
his long life was more than ordinarily eventful. Born and brought up
In Ireland at a time when conditions
there wre anything but congenial
he left his native land and came to
America, almost at once deciding
upon the west as his future home.
With that end In view he Joined an
immigrant train and crossed the
plains to Montana, finally enlisting In
He first
the United States army.
came to New Mexico in 1856 as a soldier In Kearney's army, participating
In several battles with the Indians
and later serving in the civil war.
His career as a soldier lasted for a
period of ten years, after which he
engaged in mining and cattle raising
In Colfax county and In various parts
of the territory. During the last few
years he has lived in retirement at
his home in Taos.
The many old time friends of Mr.
Lyons, and especially his comrades of
the civil war, will greatly regret his
loss.
His death adds another to the
list of New Mexico's old settlers now
so rapidly disappearing.
Charles Sunnier ISIytlu-r- .
Charles Sumner Blyther, Albuquerque manager for Dun's mercantile
agency, died of complications at his
home, 521 South Walter street, last
night.
The funeral will be held
from Border's undertaking parlors
tomorrow morning, at 10 o'clock.
The burial will be at Fairview cemetery. A widow survives Mr. Hlyther.
For the past fifteen years Mr.
lilyther had been connected with the
Dun mercantile agency, with which
he has held responsible positions at
intervals in Arizona and New Mexico.
About a year ago he moved to Albuquerque with his wife from Denver,
here.
Colo., and has since resided
He made a wide circle, of friends In
Albuquerque, who will share the bereavement of his sorrowing wife.
for years.
"Generally debilitated
Had slek headache, lacked ambition,
und all
was worn-ou- t
Hurdock Ulood Hitters made me a
Chas. Freitoy,
well woman" Mrs.
Moorup, Conn.
run-dow-

n.

PAfiE FIVE.

t

Sfte PARENTS OF
ABE. LINCOLN

CHARLES B HAN
FORD AS

'ALBUQUERQUE v EVENING" CITIZEN,

lt.

The Log Cabin in Which Lincoln was Horn.
these statements as to Lincoln's origin no proof has ever been produced.
They, wera rumors, diligently spread
In the first place by those who for
political purposes were glad to belittle a pollcal opponent. They grew
with telling, and, curiously enough,
two of Lincoln's best friends helped
petpetuate them Messrs. Lamon and
"ffcrrtddrrt bbth of whom wrote lives
of the president, which are of great
Interest and value. But neither of
these men was a student, and they
did not take the trouble to look for
records of Mr. Lincoln's birth. They
accepted rumors and enlarged upon
them. Indeed, it was not until peryears ago that the
haps twenty-fiv- e
matter was taken up seriously and
an Investigation begun. This has been
going on at Intervals ever since, until
I venture to say that few persons
as
born in a pioneer community,
Lincoln was, and as early as 1809,
have their lineage on both sides as
clearly established as that of Abraham Lincoln. It takes indeed, a most
amazing credulity for any one to believe the stories I have alluded to
after having looked at the records of
his family. Lincoln himself, backed
by the record in the Lincoln family
Bible, Is the first authority for the
time and place of his birth, as well
as the name of his father and mother. The father, Thomas Lincoln, far
from being a "poor white" was the
son of a prosperous Kentucky pioneer, a man of honorable and well- established lineage who had come
from Virginia as a friend of Daniel
Boone, and had there bought large
tracts of land and begun to grow up
with the country, where he was kill
ed by the Indians. He left a large
family. By the law of Kentucky the
estate went mainly to the oldest son.
and the youngest, Thomas Lincoln,
was left to shift for himself. This
youngest son grew to manhood and
on June 10, 1806, was married, at
Beechland, Kentucky, to a young woman of a family well known In the
vicinity, Nancy Hanks. There is no
doubt whatever about the time and
the place of their marriage. All the
legal documents required In Kentucky at that period for a marrl"ge are
in existence. Not only have we the
bond and the certificate, but the
marriage is duly entered in a list of
marriage returns made by Jesse Head
one of the best known early Methodist ministers of Kentucky. It is now
to be seen In the records of WashThere is
ington county. Kentucky.
even in existence a very full and
amusing account of the wedding and
the fanfare which followed by a
guest who was present, and who for
years after was accustomed to visit
This guest,
Thomas and Nancy.
Columbus Graham, a
Christopher
unique and perfectly trustworthy
man, a prominent citizen of Louisville, died only a few years ago.
But while these documents dispose
effectually of the question of the parentage of Lincoln, they do not, of
course, clear up the shadow which
of his
hangs over the parentage
mother. Is there anything to show
that Nancy Hanks herself was of as
clear and clean lineage as her husbeen nothing
There had
band?
whatever until, a few years ago,
through the efforts of Mrs. Caroline
Hanks Hitchcock of Cambridge, who
had in .reparation the genealogy of
the Hanks family in America, a little volume, was published, showing
what she had established in regard to
Nancy Hanks. Mrs. Hitchcock had
begun at the far end of the line the
arrival of one Benjamin Hanks In
.Massachusetts In 16U9.
one of his
She discovered that
sons, William, moved to Virginia, nnd
that In the latter part of the eighteenth century his children formed
in Amelia county of that state a large
settlement. All the records of these
families she found In the hall of records in Richmond. When the migration into Kentucky began, late in the
century, it was Joined by many mem- -

that Nancy Hanks and Thomas Lincoln were married regularly three
years before the birth 'of Abraham
Lincoln, thus Getting forever at rest
Illegitimacy,
the story of Lincoln's
but they showed that this Nancy
Hanks was the one named in the will.
The suspicion in regard to the origin
of Lincoln's mother was removed by
this? discovery of the will, for the
recognition of any one as his child
by a man In his will Is considered by
the law as sufficient proof of paternity.
Now
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For half a century American housewives have
found Dr. Price's Baking Powder a guaran- tee of light, sweet, pure and wholesome food.
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In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full sice or three-quartslse at
TWENTY-FIVDOLLARS.
DOLLARS worth THIRTY-FIV- E
er
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Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and Designs.

Makes the perfect biscuit, cake and bread.
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DOG

SHOWS YET

ABBOTT

ALBERT FhBER'S

GIVES

A Checking Account

925.25

In. the Bernalillo

J
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Putt System Into Your Business

WHEN

More Than 3.000 Entries. Fullerton Wins Long Standing
With $34,000 Offered
Suit For Cattle Sale
In Prizes.
Commission.
New York, Feb. 12. The largest
dog show ever held In any part of
the world opened here at Madison
The entries
Square Garden today.
reach a total of 3,075. The Know is
held under the auspices of the Westminister club and Is considered one
of the most Important events of its
kind in the world. The largest show
in Europe Is that of the Kennel club,
of London, but the largest number
of the London
of exhibits at any
shows only totalled 1,795. There is
a great increase In the number of
fox hounds shown. Tle recent or
ganization of the masters of fox
composed of
association,
hounds
nine hunts In Pennsylvania, seven In
Virginia, five In Maryland, four each
In Massachusetts and New York, and
three In New Jersey, shows eonclu
slvely that the sport of following the
hounds Is growing in this country,
and with this has come the necessity
of keeping up the paoKs ly breeding
The,-is also
and Importation.
great increase in the Boston terrier
class, nearly two hundred more having been entered this year than last.
is
The number of pomeralnnns
doubled, and there are big Increases
In the classes
for English setters,
Other breeds
and sporting dogs.
showing substantial
Increases are
collies, Dal- pointers,
deerhounds,
matians, French bulldogs, Welsh ter
riers and the various kinds of toy
terriers. Among the dogs on exhibition there are some of the finest
and most famous dogs In the respec
tive classes Including some of the
champion blue ribbon winners of
many Euopean dog shows. The list
of prizes Is larger than ever in the
history of bench shows. Nearly $20,-00- 0
in special prizes have been offered by Individual contiilmters and
the regular show prizes amount to
$15,000 more. That makes the grand
in cups, trophies,
total of $34,000
bowls, meduls und cash prizes.
The
two new breeds, the Uosemeath terrier and the Papillon, or butterfly
spaniel are shown. Another Interesting feature of the show will be
the exhibition and judging of the
packs of hunters which will
take
place on the closing day. Each pack
consists of five couples and they will
be put through their paces
in the
arena of the garden. Among those
who have offered special cups or
prizes are Henry Whitney, W. K.
Vanderbilt, Gould Brockaw. General
Fitzgerald, S. Peters and the C. S.
Guthrie memorial cup. In addition
the Westminister Kennel club offers
$150 or plate for the best pack of
American fnx hounds, as well as $75
or plate for the best pack of beagles.
The Ladles Kennel Association of
America is prominent in Its list of
specials and cups, and as many as
forty are offered by the organization.

. . Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

JUDGMENT FOR

KNOW

what sort of people were
Thomas Lincoln and Nancy Hanks?
It has been Inferred by those who
have made no Investigation of Thomas Lincoln's life that Nancy Hanks
made a very poor choice of a husband. The facts do not entirely
theory. Thomas Lincoln had
been forced from his boyhood to shift
for himself in a young und undeveloped country. He is known to have
been n man who in spite of this wandering life contracted no bad habits.
He was temperate and honest, and
his name Is recorded In more than
one place In the records of Kentucky.
and, If traHe was a church-goedition may be believed, a stout defender of his peculiar religious views.
He held advanced Ideas of what was
already an Important public question
In Kentucky, the right to hold ne
groes as sluves. One of his old
friends has said of him and his wife,
Nancy Hanks, that they were "Just
steeped full of notions about the
wrongs of slavery and the rights of
men, as explained by Thomas Jeff
erson anu rnomas fame.
inese
facts show that he must have been
a man of some natural intelligence.
He had a trade and owned a farm.
That the two people who endured
its hardships and made In spite of
them a home where a boy could conceive and nourish Bitch ideals and
I!
enthuslams as Inspired Abraham Lincoln from his early years should have
their names darkened by unfounded
suspicions is a cruel injustice against
AT ZIEGER'S TONIGHT
which every honest and patriotic
American ought to set his face. If
In carrying out the noble project of
making a National Park of the Ken- l'IM.KIMAtii: TO SANTA l'E MAY
tucky farm where Thomas Lincoln
BK MADE IX A SPMJAL.
and Nancy Hanks made their first
C'AK.
home the directors do nothing more
parthan to set forth the facts of the
The committee in charge of the
entage of Abraham Lincoln they will
"Booster" delegation which proposes
justify their undertaking.
to visit the legislature in session at
Santa Fe and take up various matwith them, will urge that the
SC0TT1-L1NDEMANUPTIALS ters
delegation go to the capital in a
having
special car, arrangements
been made with the Santa Fe to seCJeorge
J. R. Scottl and Mrs.
cure one fare for the round trip on
were quietly married at the Thursday, Feb. 21.
This arrangehome of W. O. Mearns, 210 South ment and other matters will be disSecond street, shortly before 5 o'clock cussed at the "Booster" meeting this
They departed evening, at 8 o'clock, at Zeiger's hall,
yesterday afternoon.
for St. Louis on Santa Fe train No. corner Second street and Itailroad
8 last night, where they expect to reavenue.
Only the Immain for a month.
mediate relatives of the groom witnessed the ceremony, which was per "SPRIG AND "PINTAIL"
formed by Father Mandalarl, of the
Immaculate Conception church. Mr
ON THE
ARE
Mearns Is Mr, Seoul's brother-in-laAlthough the wedding had been
anticipated for some time, it came
In the nature of a surprise yesterday SIOKT (itH)D AT SW ANTONIO.
.
to many of the acquaintances of the
N. M., SO HMtHY JOHNSON-SAYSyoung people, although
their Im
mediate friends appear to have had
"inside" Information about the happy
Local sportsmen were more or less
event.
The home of the bride's parents is excited this morning at the array of
She Is a partner in the wild ducks displayed In front of a
in St. Louis.
They were
business of the popular Learnard v Itallroud avenue mutk-- t.
Llndemann music house, on Uold selling for forty cents apiece and
avenue, and is popular.
The groom there appeared to be plenty of takers. A few mallards were noticed in
is stenographer to T. K. I'urdy, Albuquerque agent for the Santa Fe Rail- the assortment, but most ot the fowls
or "pintail"
road company. He is also identified were of the "sprig"
The spring llinht will ' be
with the management of Colombo species.
und shorter this year than usual, It Is
hall, on North Second street,
SU
Mrs. said, on account of the weather. The
and
other Interests.
Seoul have many friends In the Duke ducks displayed at the market were
shipped in from San An'onio. where
City, who wish them unalloyed
the shooting Is said to b excellent.
war-rantth- is

mffl.

UHEAM

An offering far sbovs what
you have ever known at ths
price. Stylish and highly artistic - design, having two-Inc- h
tublno- in the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
made, with cross support! and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.

county

book.

you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
Each Hem shows for itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures in your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. You have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

district

court today, Judge Ira Abbott ren

dered a-- decision In the case of W. 8.
Fullerton, of Albuquerque, against H.
T. Mayberry, of Socorro county, glv
Ing Judgment In favor of the plaintiff,
Fullerton, who sued for certain commissions on the sale of cattle.
The
amount of the judgment was $925.25
per
being 50
cent commission on the
sale of 1,770 head of cattle.
The suit was originally brought In
the year 1905 and the case has been
hanging fire In the court ever since,
Attorney E. W, Dobson appeared as
Mr. Fullerfefn's attorney, while tho
defense was represented by Attorneys
Heacock & Lowery.
Other Mutters.
The First Nat'onnl bunk of Albu
querque, by Attc-neH. P. ltaynolds,
has brought suit against the Jura
Trias Copper company, Thomas J.
Curran and O. W. Stubbs, asking
Judgment on a promissory, note for
$3,000,

Nelll B. Field has filed suit against
Alberta Luna, Susano Luna y Ortls,
Dolores Baca de Luna and Atanasio
Montoya, as trustee.
J. M. Archuleta, Jr., and M. Y.
Gomez have brought suit against E.
M. Sandoval and Josefa M. Sandoval.
It Is alleged In the complaint that the
defendant overdrew his account with
a Sandoval county firm, of which' he
was a member, to the- extent
jf
(1,087.80, and for $893.40 of bills
which they allege were not Included
In the final winding up of the partnership in which the plaintiff was
interested with the defendant.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

jjChas. L. Keppelerjj
DEALER IN
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

.

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

-

COUNTY

PRISONERS

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night,
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SPRING-KIT-

C.

S
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v

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - -

OP TWO RIFLES
COT XT V COMMISSION

jO

Where to Dine Well

Under Savoy Hotel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

AltTIL-liKK-

While digging a ditch on the
property
of County Com nils- sinner Manuel Springer in Old
prls- Albuquerque yesterday.
oner from the county Jail work- Ing with a chain gang, unearth- ed a Sharps rifle of the style
usecj by the United States cav- airy twenty years ago. Today a
second gun of the same kind
wus unearthed
at the same
pliwe.
Uoth guns are in very
good repuir,
considering
the
length of time they have laid in
the ground.
The find has caused no little
speculation. The question "how
did the guns come to be there?"
Is heard on all sides. Major H.
H. Whiittfig, who 4s probably
better posted on the early his- tory of Albuquerque than any
one else living here now, says
that he believes that the rifles
were burled at the same time
with the cannon, which were
uncovered In the same vicinity
several years ago. These can- noil were burled by some re- serve cavalry, nvhjch hid thief
guns from the enemy
after
hearing that their own troops
had been defeated and that the
enemy was coming toward the
fort. There was a fort in Old
years ago. The
Albuquerque
rifles Just discovered have the
appearance of having been cov- ered with grease or some other
being
before
oily
substance
burled.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
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The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

"

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
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The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.
IN TOOT HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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Club

Household Goods of Every Description
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Borradaile
117 W.

& Co,

Cold Ave.

REMOVAL
WERE BEST SHOTS
Demlng, N. M., Feb. 12. By the
score of 213 to 207, the El Paso Gun
club lost the silver cup to Doming at
the competitive shoot here Sunday.
The high wind blowing was not favorable to the visiting marksmen,
who were not accustomed to It, but
It did not interfere with the work "f
the Doming Gun club.
The best score made for El Paso
was by Pennebaker.
The score of
the Pus City team on the cup hoot
Hltt, 45; Hand. 44; P.ulwer.
was:
43; Campbell, 82.
43; Pennebaker,
The Demlng Gun club has to win the
cup ay. mi Ijrlure relulning It.
The
cup was put up by the Silver City
liun cluli, but the gunners (rum that
place have only shot once for the
trophy.
The El Pasoans are In hope the
Demlng club will come to this city
some time this month to decide who
shall retain possession of the cup.

. .

French Bakery

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

J.

C.

New Mexico

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHEIt
3 PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPElt Alway In stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STItEET AN D COAL AVE. AUiVQl EHQl E, NEW ME.T.

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING CITIZEN.
KOTTCE

EXTRA

WILL SPIRIT OF VAN LOO

MY

N

Tuesday, rEnnrAJiT n, mr.
VOn rtmTTPATTOX.

Department
f the Interior, United
States Iand Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2S,
Notice is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., hat filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his
claim, vis: Homestead entry
No.
D220 made April IT, 1908, for the
NWH SEW. NE!4 SWU, Sec, 1.
Tp. DON., Range 6E., and that Bald
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

17.

RECEPTION

OF SENATE

I

FEAST WITH HIS FRIENDS?

MAY BE
Called ;if Santo Domingo Official Seasonat Washington.
D. C. In Blaze of Fashion, Treaty Shall Not be Acted
on by March 3rd.
able Glory.
Special Correspondence.
(Ily Catherine Allinaii.)
Washington, L. C, Feb. 12 The
Washington, D. C. Feb. 12. The
republican managers of the senate social game goes on at the same old
re most anxious to avoid a special merry place, and the fact that Ash
session of the senate If they can do Wednesday looms in the near future
neglecting
the public seems to have given an added xest
bo without
business. The public business In this to the fleeting galtles. The season
case pertains more to the affairs of, of oflkinl entertaining closed In a
the little Dominican republfc; than respletitent blnr.e of glory when the
It does to the United States, and It army and navy circles were received
all grows out of the arrangements at the white house on Thursday
made by Mr. Roosevelt something night. This reception is second In
more than a year ago. In which this brilliancy only to the one given to
government undertook to collect the the diplomats at the opening for the
customs of the Island republic, segre-grat- e season, and, like most good things
a portion of the funds and ap- - Is reserved for the latter part of the
pry them to the liquidation of the official program. For who can resist
the fascinations of a dashing uniforeign debt.
This action was taken under a form, not to mention tho youth and
gallantry,
worldly courtesies
treaty negotiated by the state
and
but which the senate has "savolr faire" that go with It?
The guests came early, and the
refused to ratify, and therein lies the
possibility of a special session. Ow-In- g stately old home of presidents was
to vigorous democratic opposi- again radiant rwlth beauty, music
Formality was laid
tion, action on this treaty In com- - j and laughter.
mlttee has been Impossible, but the aside, young lieutenants dashed about
administration considers the matter paying eager court to popular belles,
bo Important to the peace and wel- supercilious captains gazed upon the
fare not only of Santo Domingo, but scene with tolerant condescension
of the United States, that the presi- and deigned to drop a word here and
dent has said he will call the senate there to ladles who frankly sought
together after March 3 If It does not to entertain these lordly cavaliers,
ratify this treaty before the adjourn- while majors and colonels, Inclined
to embonpoint and giddy young dement of the present session.
Meanwhile a new and much more butantes Indulged In airy persiflage,
,
simple convention has Deen negotl-- paid glowing compliments and grew
ated, one that deals merely with the young again amid the scene's festivifinancial question and omits all ref- -' ties. The President and Mrs. ltooseerence to the Monroe doctrine, velt seemed In unusually good spirits
guaranteeing sovereignty and other' and Joined heartily In the merriment.
things that democrats say mean the The receiving line was depleted, as
swinging of the "big stick." Through has been the case all winter, but the
the presentation of this new treaty Blue Room was full of especially
the president hopes to obtain demo- honored guests, who were guests of
cratic support and ratification with- Secretary of State and Mrs. Koot.
in the next month, as the president
The Shouts Farewell Ball.
la as anxious as anyone else that
Preparatory to leaving Washingwhen congress adjourns at the time
ton, fMr. and Mrs. Theodore Shonts
fixed by the statute there will be no gave
one of the most important prioccasion to compel the senate to re- vate dances
of the season from a somain here. But Inconvenient as It cial standpoint.
The entertainment
may be and undesirable as some senIn honor of their two young
ators think such a session Is, the was
president Is understood to be deter- daughters who have been the reso much
of
attention
mined that this new treaty shall be cipients
ratified and that this government throughout the winter. The entire
lower floor of their large house on
shall continue as the fiscal agent of New
Hampshire avenue was arrangBan to Domingo, with the full ased for the dancers, pink being the
sent of the senate.
dominant color note of all the appointments, roses and orchids being
Ilrownsvllle Investigation.
used In effective and lavish decoraThe opening ,of the Brownsville tion. The figures were danced, Mr.
Investigation, authorized by the sen- George Howard leading the cotillion.
ate after a debate covering a period The favors were exceptionally
pretty
of almost two months. Indicated that and there was a great variety. For
the inquiry could never be complet- the ladles there were silver hatpin
ed even within a period equal to that holders tied in pink ribbons, tiny
required for discussion of the sub- gold-flB- h
pendant from the ends of
ject in the senate. The, first day's thread-lik- e
ribbons or pink, novelty
hearing, which was entered upon pin cushions of lace
decorated with
without any exasperating delays, was Dresden rosebuds; French
handbags
devoted entirely to the examination of embroidered
brocade, Japanese
ofof one of the
dolls and Chinese fans. The men
ficers of ,'the discharged battalion, guests received Bllver pencils,
tiny
without concluding his testimony. If Ivory birds In Chinese carving,
average
Is
to
of
be
the
rate
this
mounted hat brushes, fiat Jap fans,
speed
members of the committee unique shaving pads, and miniature
may
be the middle of Panama hats tied in pink ribbons.
fear that it
the summer before the task Is comMrs. Shonts wore a creation
of
pleted.
Just how many witnesses pink satin
bodice of which was
may be called Is unknown, but from draped withthe black
maline fastoked
what Senator Foraker has said It is to the corsage with two
beautifulfcil-ve- r
believed upwards of one hundred
roses.
Miss
Theodore Shonts
men may appear before the testi- wore a handsome gown
satin
mony is completed. So gigantic la with hand embroideredof white
pink
the task beginning to appear that embellishing the low cut bodice roses
and
members of the committee are al- following the hem of the gracefully
ready suggesUng that the evidence trained skirt.
Miss
Marguerlta
to be sub- Shonts was charming in a gown of
be taken by
sequently read and passed upon by white satin pallletted In
white tubthe full committee. This will prob-Abl- ing marked In tiny brilliants
In a
be the arrangement for the dainty roBe design.
the
taking of the greater part of the evi- guests were the German Among
Ambassador
dence. Under such an arrangement and iBaroness von Sternburg,
the
It is pretty certain that Mr. Foraker Ambassador from
and Barwill be one of the members of the oness Rosen, the Russia
Danish
on
committee constantly
hand to the Hon. Maud Pauncefote, minister,
Reprerepresent the discharged men, and sentative and
Mrs. Longworth. Mrs.
comthat Chairman Warren, of the
Marshall Field, and Mrs. George
mittee, will personally look out for Vanderbllt.
inthe administration side of the
vestigation.
This inquiry probably
Vulgarity at Iurge.
Apropos of the numerous cotilwill be
more extensive than any
Investigation held by a senatorial lions that have been the favorite
mode of entertainment for the past
committee In many years.
month. It Is said that the favors In
.
many cases have brazenly shown the
Knornious Pension l'aynu-iiUof the age, shocking
In the debate In the house on the utllitaranlsm
service pension bill, the interesting many of the tuiests, who neverthefact was brought out that a grand less consent to Tieeept the trifles. At
total of S3. 320.860,022
has been one notable entertainment given by
paid out In the shape of pensions on newcomers to the Washington colony
account of wars In which the United of outsiders the bells received picStates has been a party. Over three ture hats with gorgeous curling
billions of this Bum Is on account of plumes feathered boas and muffs and
bags,
chatelaine
the civil war and twelve millions. silver mounted
In round numbers, as a result of while their partners received
ml.
nently practical souvenirs of the Joythe war with Spain.
ous
occasion,
consisting
of suit cases
The service pension bill practically
One
gives a pension to every veteran of and umbrellas.
hostess with
more
generosity
than good taste gave
the civil war and the wur with Mexsets
full
of exquisite French under
ico, now living, who was In either
her conservative
service for a period of three months wear, shocking
guests,
many of whom, however.
and who has reached the age of 62
years. According to the pension of- would consider a dozen pairs of silk
fice the Increase In the cost of pen- hose as rather an nnllnnrv fuunp tn
sions by this legislation will amount be given either at dances or at card
to about $1S, 000, 000 for a time. parties.
There are now pensioners to the
number of 148,000 between the age HAIR DHICSSKH A.NTP CIIIKOPO- I) I ST.
of 62 and 70 already drawing penMrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
sions who will be entitled to Ind
creases under this law. Between the 209 West Railroad avenue. Is
to give thorough scalp treatages of 70 and 75 there are today
about 30,000 veterans.
The "un- ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
and ingrowing nails. She
known" army of veterans aggregate!! bunions
gives massage treatment and maniabout 100,000 and the commissioner curing.
Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
of pension believes that fully
d
cream builds up
of this number will file appli tion of complexion
skin and Improves the complexcations under the new law.
This the
ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be Ingovernment
In
addition to the
She also prepares
a hair
amounts paid out for pensions on jurious
that cures and prevents danaccount o the civil and Spanish tonic
and hair falling out; restore!
wars, has contributed to the sup druff
to dead hair; removes moles,
port of Its citizens In the way of pen life
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
sions, $70,000,000 on account of the face powder, a freckle cure and pimrevolution; 145.440,790 on account of ple cure and pile cure. All of thesj
the war of 1812 with Kngland; $7.- - preparations are purely vegetable
37,268 on account of the Indian compounds.
Have Just added a vl
wars; 136,632,848 on account of the brator machine for treatment
of
war with Mexico,
and 14,707,510 scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
growing out of the service of the ib aiao ueu lor rneumutlsm, pains
regular establishment.
and massage.
j

yl

prs-pare-

citing I Mica.
If you are acquainted with anyone
'who Is troubled with this distressing
tiilment you can do him no greater
's
favor than to tell him to try
Salve.
It gives Instant
Price 25 cents per box. Sold
by all druggists.
1

Cham-t'erlain-

f.

Valuable Ij'hsoii.
"Six years ago I learned a valuable
lesson," writes John Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
Hint's New Life Pills, and the longer
I take them the better I find them."
They please everybody. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
25c.
A

ar

viz:

Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

NOTICE FOR PUIILICATIOX.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Grlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
proof In support
make final five-yeof his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9878 made July 17, 1096, for
the SE4 SEV4. Sec. 6, Tp. 19 N.,
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SEtt NEH,
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Range 6E and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March S, 190T.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carlos Grlego, all
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
o
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

With Amplt Means and UnturpaMM

Facilities.
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Artist of CliiciiiiiHtl, Who 1 ft a Will I'rovUliiiic For a Banquet at Wlilc
He IVonilstMl Ills Spirit Would bo lrcM-ii- t If It Were Possible.
Cincinnati,' O., Feb. 11. "I hereby There Is one bequest of 600 francs to
give, devise and bequeath to the Cin "the widow of Dr. Schuerman, who
cinnati Art club the sum of 1250 to keeps the milk house at 18 Rue de
pay for a dinner to be given In the Flanda, Ghent, Belgium."
club rooms, as soon as practicable
The banquet In memory of Van Loo
after my death, to the members of wilt be held as soon as the estate Is
the club. If there Is such a thing settled, and his fellow artists are lookas the spirit of the dead returning to ing forward to the event with a great
earth (which I do not believe), I deal of Interest.
shall bo with the boys on that festive
The dead painter wore the costume
In which he Is pictured at one of the
occasion."
Such Is the remarkable provision famous entertainments of the CincinIn the will of the late Leon Van Loo, nati Art club. It shows him as "The
a prominent
artist or Cincinnati. Burgomaster," which in his case was
When the will was read It was found no empty title, for while visiting his
that a large number o bequests of native village some years ago he
paintings from his collection
and stumbled into a political war In which
various sums of money had been left two factions could not agree. To setto many of his old friends in Bel tle the difficulty, Van Loo was elected
gium and In Cincinnati. He remem to the office of burgomaster.
bered both his society friends and
The photograph is by Enno Meyer,
those who had done favors for him. a young artist protege of Van Loo.
.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

SeHcrts

OFFICER3 AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; w. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge. Sele-mo- n
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. CromweH.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA TO IIY.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that
lr
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298. made May 1. 1906. for the
SV4
NWVA and NH SF14, Sec. 30,
Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Met-cho-

ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

ar

JOSHTJA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. w. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEJJ
R. A. FROST

President
vice President
Cashier

Assistant Cashier

H. F. RAYNOLD3

Director

U. m. OEPOBITORY
Authorized Capital
$500,000.90
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
1250,000.01
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fc Railway Company

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

LOVE OE CONVICTS WON BY

1

00D THINGS

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
JInso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
9461 made May 22, 1906, for. the
SWK SE
and SEK SW14, Sec. 12.
Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W, S.
Otero, United States court commis
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He namea the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:

Leandro Jaramlllo, Jesus Garcia,
Donaciano Gutlerres
and Manuel
working in the quarry blasting rock Gutierres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Mrs. Phelps used to coax the sentry
Register.
to allow four prisoners to sneak Into
the kitchen at a time, where she
NOTICE FOtt PUBLICATION.
gave them whatever there was '.o
eat and some of my smoking tobac- Department of the Interior,
United
co, an article which cost 12
per
States Land Office.
pound. She would Btand guard while
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
the prisoners ate, and If I approached
Notice is hereby given that Eduar- she would give the warning and they do Carter of Chilill, N. M., has filed
would get back to the task of break- notice of his Intention to make final
ing rock as quickly as possible. This
proof In support of his
spokesman kept a roster, so all could claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
know when each man's time came to 6762 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EH
enjoy the luxury.
MSVl. Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E.. NWli
SWIi, Sec.
"When she died they asked permis- NWy, Sec. 7, and SW
sion to attend the funeral and after- 6. Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
proof
will be made before H. W. S.
ward built the tomb as a token of respect and gratitude for her goodness Otero, United States court commissioner,
at Albuquerque, N. M., on
to them."
The old prison which confined March 15, 1907.
He
names
the following witnesses
these prisoners has been located and
prove his continuous residence
stood Just south of the round maga- to
upon,
and cultivation of, the land,
zine and enclosed an area now par- Biz:
tially covered by the present guard
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado.
house. The prisoners' quarters were Cldilo Montoyo
within a compound, encircled by a of Chilill, N. M. and Celso Carter, all
high adobe wall, of which not a vesMANUEL R. OTERO,
tige now remains.
Register.

Chaplain Bateman has been in cor
respondence with Capt. F. E. Phelp,
a retired army officer now living at
Urbana, Ohio, and has gained some
convery Interestinig Information
cerning the early days of Fort Bay
ard, says the Silver City Independent.
He has learned that the present line
of officers' quarters Is the third In the
history of the post.
The first quarters were made of logs and slabs, the
second were erected of adobe and the
present line Is not over twenty years
old, the cottages being, of course,
quite recent.
Captain Phelps is now taking steps
to have the grave of his wife, who
died In the long ago at Fort Bayard,
marked with an enduring headstone.
A brick tomb, now fallen Into, decay.
for many years covered the sacred
spot.
"There was," writes the captain, "a
tender Interest In the tomb and fence
which may Interest you. Bayard was
a military prison for New Mexico and
convicts were sent from many of the
posts of that region. I was adjutant
and In charge of the prison and pris
oners. When Mrs. Phelps was buried, March 16. 1874 a cold, stormy
day I was astonished to see all the
convicts carrying the ball and chain
under guard at the grave. I went
eat very soon with my two children
the baby died at Fort Union' en
route and when I came back In 1875
I was equally astonished to find a
brick tomb and a neat picket fence,
and more bo when tho commanding
officer told me tho convicts had askedi
permission to build both, and to show
they were not trying to get out of
work, they asked to be allowed to
build it on Sundays the only day of
rest they had. I knew It was from
no love of me, for I had convicted
most of them of their crimes.
Ha
gave me the name of the spokesman,
and on sending for him he asked me
If I ever noticed that my tobacco
went fast and if I noticed that there
was seldom any cold meat in my
house.
He explained that wheu

five-ye-

ar

NOTICE 1X)K PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
SERTED BY HUSBAND
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter. N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
Mrs. R. Carpenty and little
five-yeproor In support of his
daughter came to Raton claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
from Cimarron Tuesday, In search of 9679, made July 17, 1906. for the
her husband, who had come to this
NW14, NW
SW, Sec. 1,
place some .days previous, says the and NV4 SEVi, Sec. 2, Tp.
9N., Range
Upon arriving here 6E and that said proof will be made
Raton Gazette.
It Is alleged that she found her hus- before the United States Court Comband had left for parts unknown, and missioner, H. W. S. Otero, at Albubefore leaving had drawn im
one querque, N. M., on March 6. 1907.
of the banks a considerable sum of
He names the following witnesses
money.
The poor woman was com- to prove his continuous residence
pletely out of funds, and was at a upon, and cultivation of, the land,
loss v hat to do. She was furnished viz:
lodgli g, and city officials endeavored
Venceslado Grlego Jose Armenta,
to locate the missing husband. Tele- Rafael Grlego and Jose Grlego y
phone messages to Dawson and other Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
points have failed to discover any
Register.
trace of the man.
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CARPENTY

eight-year-o-

Le comPlcteI
bappj with- out ,hem Jet tbe'ordeal through

Vv ta0
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which lb expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering-- ,
danger and fear that she looks forward
o tbc en ical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother' Friend, by its pene- traticy r.d soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant teelings, and so prepares the system for the
frtetui

kit
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the evtut safely and with but fjHOk
little sullericg, as numbers have IVlfiyfi
testified and said, "it is worth llUXJr
its weight in golJ." $1.00 per
Cook containing
bottle ol druggists.
valuable i '.formation mailed free.
THE BRaDI I! ID

RICtUTOR

CO

CAPITAL

. . .

SURPLUS FUND

ld

,

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON, President:

HERNDON,

Cashier;

Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD. Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j

IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE

aa to the best purchasing place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard la
stacked and etocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.
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Is to love children, and no home
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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STATE NATIONAL BANK

ar

Fort Bayard in 1874 Why Men in
Chains Attended Funeral of Mrs.
Phelps. The Captain's Story.

one-thir-

1

five-ye-

tlONTtZIUlA TRUST CO.

.JJanta, C.

Iters
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PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has tiled notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9297. made May 1, 1906, for the
SVfc
SW4. Sec. 19. and NH NWH,
Sec. 30. Tp. 9N., itange 6E., and that
said proof will be made before H. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation
of, the land,

Corner Third and Marquette

00sK4
PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest.

ar

viz:

y
Faustln Garcia, Pedro Garcia
Garcia, Carlou Lopez and Jose Grlego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
If you want reiu!ta In advertising,
trv an Evenicg CUlzon want ad.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

OO0OOK
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albaquerqae, New Mexico

t

February

TtHWDAY,

Wits. Housekeeper
You Cannot Afford to Miss Tfus
Opportunity. Cash Talks
now and for a very small amount of the
wherewithal you can replenish your china
closet with some very pretty pieces of broken
sets at less than half regular price.
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

J.

EMMONS, The Furniture Man
wear rwo viaduct
COAL and BCCONO

D.

COR.

RAILROAD NOTES
Roadmaster Gabriel has returned
from attending to official business at
Wlnslow.

Frank Bull, a machinist at

Argen-

his position and
Cal., where he
has accepted a position.
tine, has resigned

has gone to Needles,

high position, says the Raton Gazette. Although known by his asso
ciates as a very modest man, he Is
nevertheless inclined to look down or.
the common people, owing to th's
high position.
Bill gets lofty views
on account of being high up he also
enjoys the advantage over ordinary
people of being able to look down on
a good many of them. Circumstances
over which he has no control compel him to corns down from his high
pedestal occasionally to couple up
the cars, which In his capacity as operator and manager of the Santa Fc
coal chutes he is obliged to propel, or
cause to be propelled, and placed in
position on top of the chute which
structure, by the way. Is next to Goat
hill or Raton peak In height. This
advantage enables Mr. Thompson to
enjoy himself as above enumerated.
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by Mr. Beach, an act relative to the
delivery of telegrams. The bill was
read the first and second time by

ed during the first ten days of February represent a total of 8,910 acres.

They are divided among the varioui
counties of the district, as follows:
Bernalillo, 1; Colfax, none; Guadalupe, 6; McKlnley, none; Mora, 2;
Rio Arriba, none; Ran Juan, 4; San
Miguel, 6; Sandoval, 1; Santa Fe, IS;
Socorro, none; Taos, none; Torrance,
23; Valencia, none.
The total number of original homestead entries recorded since January
1st Is 231; acres entered, 36,862. Total number of final homestead enTotries, 19"; acres entered, 2,867.
tal number of desert land entries, 16;
acres entered, 2,720. Total number
of entries of all kinds, 266; acres entered, 41,439.

mi
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i
CURE thk LUNGS
--

title, ordered translated, printed and
AND
referred to the committee on railroads.
House bill No. 67 whs Introduced
by Mr. Holt, an act relative to recognizance. The bill was read the first
and second time by title, ordered
translated, printed and referred to
0NSUMPTI&N
fries.
the committee on Judiciary.
0UGH8 and
BOoftSI.OO
House bill No. 68 was introduced
by Mr. Holt, an act relative to the
OLDS
FrM Trial.
increased annual appropriation for
Burest and ttuickeat Oar for all
agricultural stations and regulating
THBOAT and LUNG XBOVB.
the expenditure thereof. The bill was
LES, or MONEY BACK.
read the first and second time. Mr.
Holt in a motion, seconded and car
Dr. Wllltntnm Initial, Plte
rled. asked that the bill be read the
will cure Hllnd,
II L Nointnient
hlrd time in full preparatory to
1 1
wMleedinir and Iicblng
I
iage. The chief clerk read the
II. absorbs the tumorj.
a
NURSERY
Plies.
PRODUCTS
m
I
I
i
;. in
full. Mr. Holt then ex-- ;
illays the ltcoingst once, sots
us a Doulilce. fffves instant n-lined the bill and moved that it
lief.
Dr. VVIliiams'lniltnnPileOlnt.
AND
FRUIT
now unss."
SHADE TREES.
ment lAnrenarpd for PI 1m and Ith.
Inn of the private purta
Every box Is
The house passed the bill by a SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
warranted, isy arociisu, Ttj mull on
(BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
Iva voce vote.
of prim. AO cents and I.OO. WILLIIM?
House bill No. 69, was introduced iN. W. ALGER, 124 SO. WALTER MANUFACTURING O . Props.. Cleveland, onin
by Mr. Holt, an net relative to the STREET.
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN V BON.
Issuance of warrants upon Informa'
tion and belief.
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
The bill was read the first time by
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
title nnd In full on its second readLOANS.
ing. It provides that warrants may
Automatic Phona 4 SI.
be Issued upon written statements of
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Buildlnr
Information or belief when the same
are approved by the district attorney. The bill was then ordered transTHE HIGHLAND LIVER
lated, printed and referred to the
BAMBROOK BROB.
ro0M.
judiciary.
committee on
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLK
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY
The "Sadie" for Mountain ParUes
FIFTY-EIGENTRIES
and at special rates on week days
Auto. Phone 004. No. Ill John St,
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TEEN TAKE DESERT
ent county
CLAIMS.
seat.
This
of this kind
Fifty-eigoriginal homestead eni on county
Mullens pre-- i tries have been filed at the United
residents of Htatea land office in the first ten days
yarding loose of February.
It Is estimated that
eferred to the there are nearly as many more which
by the were forwarded by mall during that
stock
been read by period, but have not yet been record.'
' led and printed.
ed because the present clerical force
Ifax county In a h Inadequate to handle the business
.ed and carried, rxpediently.
peaker appoint a
Some sixteen or eighteen desert
prepare a land claims have also been tiled this
.e to
con-lerUnited Statei
month, but so far no record of them
control of the ippears on the desert land entry
appointed
speaker
look. No final homestead claims are
ix, Mr. Montoya 'ecorded
as yet for February.
ho will submit
The original homestead entries list- e.
s Introduced
an act
force
it uiwrr u ihi in on in Know
i

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

INBUBANCK.
Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at S17 West Railroad
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We are specialists for hot water, hot
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115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Office,

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meata
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLI EN WORT
Masonic Building, North Third Street
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RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.
For Information as to rates,
tpaln service, descriptive literature
address.
S. K. HOOPER,
CepernlI'assenger & Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
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INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.

Cromwell Block, AlbuRoom 6,
querque, Automatic Telephone 174
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get it back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.
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Future Railroad Metropolis c:
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Sam

,0HN BECKER, Pfes"
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C

Railway Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO HELEN, EAST
M WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IM-BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
'D A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
-- UD,
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners ot
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provemen Co.
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REMEMBER that the
my great

Clearance Sale comes
when I close my door
SATURDAY NIGHT,
g
the 16th. dt

THE CXRXCIL.
Day Monday , Afternoon.
Pursuant to adjournment the council met yesterday
afternoon lit 3
o'clock. President Spless in the chair.
The chaplain offered the Invocation
and the chief clerk read the roll, all
answering present except Mr, D.ilu-and Mr. Murray, excused owing to
illness. The reading of the Journal
upon motion,
was dispensed with,
duly seconded and carried. The committee on irrigation reported favorably on council bill No. 20, previously Introduced by Mr. Cameron, an act
to repeal Chapter 67, of the laws of
1905, relative to the improvement of
the Hlo Grande and to aid the
Butte Water Users' association.
Mr. Cameron explained the objects
of the, bill, stating that the law to
which it referred, had been passed In
1906, to aid the people of Las Cruces
and Dona Ana county in building a
reservoir and since it had served
the law should be repealed.
The bill will be taken up In regular
order upon the recovery of Mr. Murray, member of the council from
Dona Ana county.
Council bill No. 41 was Introduced
by Mr. Spless, an act relating to negotiable instruments.
The bill was
read the first and second time and
ordered translated, printed and re
ferred to the committee on Judiciary.
President Spless announced that
Inez. Mr.
he had appointed B
com
Duncan and Mr. St
mittee to confer w'
from the house
vltation from W.
'
president of t he
railway, to the )
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A Call to My Sale

Range.

.

DlueRibbon

OOOOOOOO

ILL

Territory Is Against Federol
trol of Free'

In

E. O. Gosney, of Flagstaff, one of
the most extensive sheepmen In the
United States, and one of the leading
figures In the financial circles of Arizona, is a very close observer of all
conditions pertaining to the sheep
business and watches with great care
everything looking to the betterment
of his extensive flocks. Twenty-fiv- e
years ago, the gentleman says,
of "filaree," as the grass 's
commonly called, was brought Into
Arizona In the wool of a band of
sheep shipped in from California.
The fur seed thus imported to our
soil took root and in a few years several acres of the great grass was noticed growing in Yavapai county, but
little attention was paid to it, however, as the range men of Arizona
were not familiar with its good qualities.
A few years later this seed took
root in Arizona, a severe drought
prevailed, which continued from year
to year up to four years ago. While
the new grass failed to show its head
on the ranges, owing to the absence
of rains, yet the roots did not rot, as
the elevation was considerable and
the air pure and dry, but when the
rains of four years ago appeared, the
grass again made its appearance and
grew and spread with marvelous
rapidity, and today there are In Arizona probably 10,000 acres of thl
useful feed growing and thriving,
most of It in Maricopa county.
Mr. Gosney is of the opinion that
It is one of our country's greatest assets. It supplies a nutritious and fattening food for the large and increasing herds of sheep that come to our
county, without In any manner interfering or trespassing upon the rights
or privileges of cattlemen, as the
grass grows and thrives in localities
Mr. Gosfar removed from water.
ney says that often suckling iambi
first-claare marketed and bring
prices, fresh from the grazing domain of the great grass.
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The One Grass Mhat Survives Cameron's Irrigation Bill Is
Reported Favorably by
During the
Committee.
Drouth.
IT CAME FROM
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Ed Brunner, who recently resigned
his position as a brakeman and
emergency conductor on the Santa
Fe at Topeka, has accepted a position
,
on the Rock Island system.
m
m
m
Ed Smith has resigned his position
in the office of the motive power acNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
countant at Topeka and has gone to
San Harclal, N. M., where he has Department of the Interior, Land Ofaccepted a position as timekeeper In
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
the shops.
January 29, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that SanJ. F. Huckle, who has been super- tiago Garcia, of Chillll, N. M., has
vising the furnishing and stocking of filed notice of his Intention to make
the curio rooms in the new Hotel final five-yeproof in support of
Escalante at Ash Fork Junction, was his claim, vis: Homestead Entry No.
In the city last night on his return 6591 made October 2, 1901, for the
SE
from that point.
NW14. E
SW4 and SW14
SEH, Section 3, Township 8 N, Range
brake-maO. R. Crawford, a former
6 E, and that said proof will be made
has returned to his old position before H. W. S. Otero, United States
F. D. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
as assistant agent at Lamy.
Marshall, the present agent, will go N. M., on March 6, 1907.
to Topeka to be treated for' his eyes.
He names the following witnesses
A. Brockman will act as agent while to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Mr. Marshall is away.
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio Sandoin
the
The strike of machinists
val, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all
railshops of the Mexican National
of Chillll, N. M.
way at Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, which
MANUEL R. OTERO,
has been on for several months, as
Register.
mill
well as the. Btrlke of cotton
settNeighbors Got Fooled.
workers at Queretare have been
In the former case all the deled."I was literally coughing myself to
mands of the workmen were granted death, and had become too weak to
In leave my bed; and neighbors predictexcept recognition of the union.
the latter the strikers surrendered ed that I would never leave it alive,
but they got fooled, for thanks be to MEN GET RICH QIII3K
unconditionally.
God, I was induced to try Dr. King's
manager
of
New Discovery.
It took Just four
J.' E. Hurley, general
IN ARIZONA MINES
the Santa Fe system, recently receiv one dollar bottles to completely cure
ed a design for an annual pass. The the cough and restore me to good
design was accompanied by the fol sound health," writes Mrs. Eva
of Grovertown, Stark county, PROPERTY HOt'GHT FOR 3,000
"After a long and
lowing letter:
This king of cough and
careful examination Of the new pass Indiana.
SELLS 1XH $200,000 AFTF.lt
law I am inclined to the opinion that cold cures, and healer of throat and
TIIKKK MONTHS.
a great many people not employee lungs, is guaranteed by all druggists.
will have to use the enclosed Btyle of 150 and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 12. Developannual pass this year." The pass
ments of the past three months in the
shows two shoes on a railroad track,
Cottonwood district of Mohave county
indicate the existence there of some
have
The following appointments
of the most promising mines of the
been announced on the Illinois Cen
territory, according to John F.
tral: C. L. Chase, traveling freight
agent at Jackson, vice F. L. Tuttle;
"I know of one property there,"
W. B. Bryan, traveling freight agent
said Mr. Tomlinson, "that was purat Memphis, vice C. L. Chase; E. L.
chased outright for J3.000 only three
freight
contracting
Throgmorton.
Sim
months ago that could not now b
agent at Evansvllle, vice W. B. f
bought for $200,000. It Is owned r
Wood, who has been appointed travcompar
the Tawa Development
eling freight agent at Nashville, vice
!
The
Cleanest
Beer
which secured It from Joe Hull 1
W. B. Bryan.
the consideration mentioned.
Af
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
Its purchase the company cummer
The Mexican government has inter'
is cleanest because it is not
vened in the fight between Harrlman
its development and now It is an
syndicate over
and the Phelps-Dodg- e
the best partially developed cr
fermented in open vats,
propositions In the northern pu
a right of way for a railroad through
In
herspecial
but
Pabst
the territory.
a canyon In the state of Sonora, Mexmetically scaled 'tanks into
ico, by granting each road parallel
"Other good mines are being
which no air except pure,
The
ed there," he added, "and
tracks through the canyon.
canyon Is situated between the towns
shipments of ora are being
Jittered air ever enters.
from Brownsville, a new to
of Campas and Moctezuma, and Is the
only feasible path through the mountwo months old, which is
tains.
about
four and one-ham'
u 9 m
the
main line of the Sanio.
of
The statement, recently made be..
population
elite railroad, having a
fore congress by Charles Clark, an
170 already, which Is constantly inis cleanest because it is
Iowa attorney, that the railroads con-trcreasing.
the New Mexico legislature, and
not
cooled in rooms where
"The Tawa Development company
to
impossible
practically
is
it
that
has two steam hoists installed almen walk in and out, but
successfully bring a suit for damages
ready on Its mines and has a lurg
in specially constructed
under the existing laws in this terriforce of men engaged In . bulldlnf
sealed coolers where no
tory, has caused considerable comroads to Its different shafts upon
among
the
of
members
the
ment
breath of foul air can
T!ie
which work Is being rushed.
vigorously
been
legislature and has
taint it. It is stored in
ore bodies are large and carry valI:
says
Record.
denied,
the Roswell
hermetically sealed storage
ues in gold, silver, copper and leid.
is admitted, however, that the law is
tanks until perfect in age,
is no question In my mind iut
There
no
a very bad one, and there will be
purity
and
district has a great future."
strength,
what
the
the
regreat amount of opposition to Its
cleanest beer brewed.
peal by congress.
Soothes Itching skin, heals cuts or
m
n m
burns without a scar. Cures piles, ecIOWA PR01MSKS TO RKGILATE
zema, salt rheum, any Itching. I loan's
INCREASE OF LIVE STOCK.
Ointment. Your druggist sells It.
no
will
corporations
Railroad
longer be able to water stock in Iowa
if the measure Introduced in the
house of representatives should be
come a law.
This provides that
whenever a railroad company desires
to increase Its capital stock it shall U
first file an application for hearing
with the state board of railroad com
misHioners In writing, setting forth
the amount of increase desired. Then,
It is provided, the railroad commls
H
sloners shall tlx a time for hearing
and considering whether it Js proper
to permit the Increase. It Is further
provided that no capital stock shall
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
be issued until the full amount is paid
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
to the corporation in money, lithor or
THE SANTA FE STSTEM LEADING EAST AND
materials.
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
IOWA HOARD INTENDS
B
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGETO REDUCE FREIGHT RATES.
LES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
Word has been received that the
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
state commission of Iowa Is about to
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25xH0
Institute a Inquiry Into the reasonableness of freight rates, with a view
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
making
horizontal
to
reductions
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
throughout the state.
The purpose H
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK - It GRAND
of the commission to do this was conOLD
SHADE TREES; PUELIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTveyed recently during a hearing of a H
ING ll,000; CHURCHES: COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
by
brought
Meat
the
Belt
Corn
case
POPULATION OF 1.000 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
Growers' association, asking for a reH
HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
the
duction in cattle rates within
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
state.
The railroads are greatly H
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESalarmed over the move, as the dis- H
TAURANTS, ETC. P. EL EN IS THE LARGEST SHIPtance tariffs in Iowa are now the lowest In any state and are such as to U
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
drive out aU manufacturing interests,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS
Passenger men who reit Is stated.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILH
turned from the legislative hearing
ROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
pasat l)es Moines on the two-ceESTIMATED.
senger bill nre disheartened.
They
say that their arguments were "like
pouring water on a duck's back." and fl
iK
that the bill is bound to pass.

llll.L THOMPSON

EVENING

ALBUQUEilQUE

12. 1(K:

D
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Im- -

WU. M. BERGER, Sec'

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-
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WITH
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
To SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

YOU WISH
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Believe .Us

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
J. O. Moore Is here from Placlta,
New Mexico.
Mrs. M. W. Flournoy Is confined to
her home by Illness.
Mr. anil Mrs. A. R McOaffey have

Grover's Comfort
Shoes for Women
$2.50

tJr

Congress

118-12-

I

Headquarters for Coffee

2nd,

S.

0

I

N, BRIGHMM

C.

The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

Our Leader

Packages, 250 and 350 per lb.
1 lb. tins. 45c.

I

tins, 86c.
.tins. 31.00.

b.

I

3 -- lb

Capitol Coffee
bucket,

b.

i

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like it In the city. Try

go

I
I

b.

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c

a can.

T. T. MAYNARD

GEO. W. IIICKOX

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

NEW

returned from their eiistern trip.
E. n. Ulckford of Ijike Valley, N.
M., Is registered at (he Alvarado.
H. It. Casslgoll rami' In from the
territorial capital lust night.
V. Ii. Nevlns nnd Mrs. Nevlns ar- rived here last evening from Helen.
Mrs. J. Hickler Is In Albuquerque
from her home at Helen for it brief
visit.
Deputy I'niled States Marshal Kogh
Is at the territorial capital on official
business.
It. F. Heller was here yesterday
on business In connection with his
store at Cabezon.
Peter F. McCunna left the city last
evening on a business mission to New
York and other eastern cities.
F. P. Waggamiin arrived here yesterday from Washington, D. O., and
Is registered at the Aivarado.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Woman's Relief Corps this afternoon at 2:30 at Ked Men's hall.
There will be a meeting of the
Presbyterian Brotherhood tonight at
the Presbyterian church. All are

SOFT KID
EXTRA usfd for the
uppers.
Tho
soles are made of belting "leatker and sewed
on by hand to Insure
flexibility
the greatest
and comfort. They are
heavy enough to stand
hard wear and to keep
the foot warm nnd dry
and at the same time
are as soft as a piece of
cloth. For the Immediate and lasting relief
of tender feet, corns
nnd bunions they are
without equal.

LEADING

JEYYELFRS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

ST.

Attorney H. M. Dougherty, one of
the leading democrats
of Socorro
county. Is in the city on legal business.
D. H. Bontrlght left for Chicago
and New York this morning on a
purchasing trip for his Oold avenue
store.
Triple Link Ilebecca Lodge No. 10
will meet this evening at 7:30 o'clock
In Odd Fellows' hall.
Degree work
and lunch.
B. Blbo, a hustling merchant from
the New Mexico town which bears
his name. Is In the Duke City on a
business mission.
Paul Kempenlch of Peralta was In
the city between trains yesterday returning home from a visit to his
brother, Henry, at Holbrook.
Hawley, "The Man on the Corner,"
Is Installing
a new and up to date
dark room In the rear of his store
room where he will finish his kodak
work.
t
Remember the W. C. T. U. medal
contest to be given at the Presbyter
Ian church Friday evening, February
16th, at 8 o'clock. Good music has
been secured. Watch for the pro
gram.
Interesting patriotic speeches to
night at the parlors of the First M
E. church, followed by a general
good time. Come and have an even
Ing of fun and enjoyment and help
a good cause.
Mrs. Howard Blair and baby re
turned to the city this morning from
Bisbee, Ariz., for a visit to her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. Vann. Mr.
Vann met Mrs. Blair at El Paso and
accompanied her to Albuquerque.
The Commercial club will give Its
last
dance this evening at
the club house. A large attendance
is expected as the affair will be fully
up to the usual style of such entertainments Heretofore given by the
club.
Mass will be said at San Felipe de
Neri church on Saturday for the spirit
of Mrs. Fellcita 8. Sanchez, whose
death occurred a year ago. The be
reaved husband, Severo Sanchez, ex
tends an ivltatlon to his friends to
attend.
A. C. Burtless, chief of the Albu
querque fire department and his sister, Mrs. O. M. Alexander, left for
Toledo, Ohio, this morning with the
body of Mrs. Alexander's son, Clyde
Alexander, who died at St. Joseph's
hospital Thursday.
As evidence of their appreciation
for the work of Arthur CavanauKh
In assisting In a minstrel show givtn
recently by them, the members of
Elks lodge No. 460, Santa Fe, sent
Mrs. Cavanaugh a handsome cut glass
berry bowl. The present arrived this
morning. '
Miss Jennie Richards,
who was
formerly employed as a sales girl at
the Schutt candy store on south Second street, has accepted a situation
at "Hawley's On the Corner." Miss
Richard has recently returned from
a protracted visit to Jerome, Ari
zona, and other points.
Mrs. I,. H. Chamberlln is expecting
a short visit from her brother and
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. F: S. Heath of
Chicago, and Mrs. Lon M. Neely nd
Mrs. M ime Smith of Indiana points,
who will pass through the city to
morrow morning on the California
limited going to California.
Th wnrd schools of the city and
the district schools of tl)e county
are unserving flag duy toda with ap
proprUte exercises. Lincoln's birth
day, which also falls On this date, Is
also bring observed. The city high
school will celebrate flag day on the
Washington's
21st of the month.
birthday, which falls on the 22nd
In
will be observed by a holiday.
pre-Lent-

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

Fourth and Rattro&d Avenae
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No. 2U2

A Rarebit
to be
should be made
in a Mairii:??, How man Ciatiug LUh.
Alvav.-.i:'y- .
no worrying ntxjut tire,
upiy a uuUa, aul iu a few minutes

Eannfog, Bcivrasn & Go.

Chafing Dish
ItM prud'iced a dainty moncl to resale
your f.iw.s. Le uurvt to r.ce that your
ii Biipplit l with the

Ivory" am
found only in Man

ccamleu
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Iciiafinjf
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THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond, Wttckes, Jewelry, Ctt Glass, Clocks. Silvermsr
roar trad and (uarante a SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We

ioit

railroad

4

All the new creations from the famous

Learnard

$15
Fancy Vests

to

variety of new

Spring Colors and Effects.

j j

4
4

$27.50

4

See Our Second Street
g
windows. 5 dt
119 West

122 South Second St.
1

4.

f

1

f

H. HAHN

Ladles of the G. A. R., John A.
Logan circle No. 1, will give a card
party on Saturday evening at Odd
Fellows' Uall. Admission 25 cent
including refreshments.

CO.

-

--

-

$1.25
$1.25 to $2.50

-

-

f

A

.s

SI MOM STURM
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,

-

mm
Railroad and Ccpptr A ve.

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

There will be a regular monthly
fit. John's Guild, at the
residence of Mrs. McLaughlin, 1101
Marquette
avenue, Tuesday afternoon, from 2:.30 to 6.
Every one
welcome.

tea of the

Wagon Covers,
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

EiuimchHl Ware Sale.
Blue and whito color, every
piece triple coated, 2qt. coffee
pots. 2qt. covered buckets,
4qt. milk pnns, 3jt. deep pudding! pans, 3qt. mixing bowls,
2qt. covered kettles,, 3qt sauce
pansi.nwash basins, ljt milk
kettles, your choice..,
25c

In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

THE MAZE.
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
the 18th of February i wll!
form a partnership with A. Glngras.
Accounts made previous to (his date
will b..due me personally.
A. TROSSElLO,
1007 South Second titreet.
On

at

In tte city,
Sirs. Wilson's, West Gold avenue.

Fliest lot of valentines

o

.tr;

chef-for.le-

m

The Ladles' Auxiliary of the B. of
E., will give their eleventh annual ball at Colombo hall, February
22. Music furnished by Ellis arches
tra. Tickets, 11.00.

0G
ft)

00
o
0
o
0

w
Q

Wholesale and Retail

HARDWARE

'

RECEIVER'S
SALE.
'
PUBLIC AUCTION'.
This week, Wednesday
afternotnn,
at 1:30 o'clock at the New Raynolus
building in the Highlands, I, as re-- ,
ceier, will sell at public aucfollowing described artion . the
ticles of furniture
and store fixtures: 1 steel range, 1 gas ra
1
g
henting stoves,
Brussels carpets, 6
r.
ruirs, refrigerator,
rUahogany
Iron r,eds, dressers, upholstered furniture, 6 center
tables, lace
cui'kKia, 6 rocking chairs, dining
table, springs, mattresses, chamber
set
and. In fact, the complete
home, also
of an eight-roohe Mosler safe, National cash register, three electric fans, electric sign,
roll top desk, large wall cigar case,
show case, scales, etc. See good
Tuesday before sale.
H. S. KNIGHT.
Receiver of Max Uussarof's property.

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. Steel. W;,

Mah Orders Solicited
1 1

mouth rirt mtrt
it e,403,nr.North
3i
4oi,
rirttmtroot

Albuquerque, Nevt Mexico

0O
0
0
0
0O
00
o
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FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,

HE

u

WAL

TON'S DRUG 8TORE.

POR RENT.

ho news.

I

P--

o

lis. Nice

Extracted

oraer

11.00.

XV.

o

Dy

Honey

for

fostai.

P. Allen. Box 202, Albuquerque

Live Men
Crawford

&

Jones

t fO South Second St.
B0U6HT,

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

SOLO

EXCHANGED

Mnoelatlea Otflo
Trantacllont
118
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Home Insurance the Best
E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In
surance.
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelation of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies haa be i handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot thla same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of th two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell it policies.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TMK
DANCING SCHOOL
Liflies free

'

,

Address Home Office,

W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
tAJ

X

New Monarchs
New Eagle
New Cluette -

Stoves and Steel Ranges

avt-nue-

COLOMBO HALL

f

also some fetching patterns in quiet black and white

NORTH FIRST STREET

God Avenue
f

color combinations;
effects.

ROSENFIEID'S,

4

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Lindemann,

COAL

4- -

Are now displayed

shirts

shipments
of spring shirts is now on show at
our store and in our windows. It
comprises many new designs and is
radiant with extensive and handsome

Do It Today

List your property with

STEIN BLOCH COMPANY

-

OF THE NEW

The first of our extensive

10

4
4

-

SPRINC

TODAY

I

4

II

First Display This Week i

NOW

brick, N. 14th street. . $30.00
frame, W. R. R. ave.. 11.00
frame N. 8th street... 10.00
furnished,
modern.
good location
40.01
JOHY M. MOORE REALTY CO.,
219 W. Gold Avenue,
o
Subscribe for The Citizen and get

doctor Mccormick,
liquor
habit cured.
523 west
ave

QPRING OVERCOATS

flag day
old town, quite elaborate
exercises were held, Major H. R.
Whiting and other able speakers addressing the children on the meaning
f the day and the Star Spangled
Banner.
We can save you money
Train No. 1 arrlvpd In Albuquerque
welve hours late this morning. No.
was hours behind schedule In
epartlng on account of the delay of In
the purchase of a Piano
No. 1 which got away In two sections. The breaking down of the en
gine on No. 1 a short distance out of
hlcago Is sad to have been respon
sible for the delay.
We Carry the Largest Stock
Oullerma Romero, the native wo
f New Pianos Ever Shown
man who "bounced" a rock oft the
head of City Dog Catcher Wnrd yes- in This Territory.
terday morning, at the TIJerns ave- ue crossing of the Santa Fe tracks. SECONDHAND Pianos
at
was fined IS for the offense by Judge
ralg late yesterday afternoon. Ward your own prices almost
was trying to entice one of the woSEE US betore you buy
man's dogs Into municipal captivity
when she appeared with the rock.
The fixtures of the Oussarof pool
and billiard room, which wns formerly on Second street In the Bar- nett building, will be sold at public
&
auction tomorrow at the Highland
rooming house on east Rnllroad ave- Established 1900
206 W. Oold Avenae
nue. Scott Knight, who was appointed trustee by Judge Abbott of the
Bernalillo county district court, will
block, per
have charge of the disposition of the Genuine American
ton
goods.
s.M
SS.BO
W. II. Carney has been appointed Cerrlllos Lump
$8.50
Albuquerque manager for Dun's mer- Anthracite Knt
$0.00
cantile agency to succeed C. 8. Blyth-e- r. Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
whose death is chronicled elsesizes
$9.50
where in this issue of The Evening
$0.00
Citizen. Mr. Carney formerly resided Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
at Birmingham, Ala., where he was
atttorney for the Tennessee Coal, t.rcen Mill Wood, per load .... $2.23
Iron and Railroad company. For the
IV.
&
past two years and a half he has been
In Colorado, New Mexico and AriBoth Phones.
zona. A large portion of this time
Mr. Carney has resided In Albuquer
The firm of Lommorl & Matteuccl
que.
corner Seventh and TIJeraa, will here
Prof. R. B. Brlnsmade, some time after be known as
connected with the New Mexico
.THE .- -.
School of Mines at Socorro and the
University of Utah, but at this time
consulting engineer for some mining CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
in
companies which are Interested
Our new telephone number Is SI,
ana
prospecting In the Mogollon
Magdalena districts, was here yester
day Irom the south en route to San
Miguel county. There is a rumor
afloat that heavy investments may
follow as a result of his visit to the
lead deposits of the territory, but he
refused to name anything definite In
an Interview.
115-11- 7
Just received our new spring styles
Between
They
of Sorcisi8 low shoes for women.
are the standard In daintiness, fit
and wear. Patent kid or Vlcl kid
light or heavy soles." All styles 33.50.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Rail
.
road

I
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